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1. Executive Summary 
1.1 Background 

The City of Kansas City Missouri (KCMO) has taken the first step towards restoring its 
substantial streetcar heritage with the groundbreaking for the 2.2-mile Main Street streetcar 
starter line extending from the River Market through downtown to Union Station.  While this 
construction is underway, a southern extension to Country Club Plaza/University of Missouri 
Kansas City, and branch lines on Linwood Boulevard and Independence Avenue are 
progressing through Advanced Conceptual Engineering and environmental analysis.  Each of 
these lines will serve the urban area, south of the Missouri River. 

Regional transit planning has historically included a rail component extending north from 
downtown KCMO to serve North Kansas City, the Northland, and potentially the Kansas City 
International Airport.  The 2008 North/South Alternatives Analysis identified Burlington Street as 
the preferred northern alignment for Light Rail Transit (LRT).  The Burlington Corridor Study, 
completed in 2009, provided a vision for a mixed-use corridor along this proposed Light Rail 
route within North Kansas City.  The land use changes and infrastructure investment proposed 
in the Study would enhance the pedestrian environment and reinforce broader and more 
intensive development patterns, supportive of rail investment.  The regional LRT plan was not 
passed in public referendum, however, and the rail planning activities in the corridor became 
dormant.  

In 2013, a broad group of stakeholders initiated an effort to examine the potential for an 
extension of the KCMO Main Street streetcar starter line to the north, across the Missouri River.  
This group included the Mid-America Regional Council (MARC), City of North Kansas City, City 
of Kansas City, and Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT). The streetcar technology 
shares many physical and operating characteristics with LRT, but provides service that 
reinforces economic investment in urban areas at a lower implementation cost than LRT. 

The goals of this project, the NorthRail Study, were to: 

 Assess and detail the general feasibility of a northern streetcar extension,  
 Identify the preferable manner and route for extending the KCMO Main Street streetcar 

line to the north, from downtown KCMO into North Kansas City and the Northland, and 
 Develop an implementation strategy to support eventual rail service extension into the 

Northland. 

The overall process was led by a committee consisting of representatives from each of the 
stakeholder groups.  The technical analysis directed by this committee was conducted by a 
consultant team including HDR, HNTB, BNIM, Hg Consult, and Husch Blackwell.  The overall 
process was conducted within an intensive public involvement framework, soliciting public 
comment at each major decision point during the study.   
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1.2 River Crossing Options 

Three distinct approaches shown in Figure 1-1 were evaluated to carry the streetcar over the 
Missouri River: reuse of the ASB Railroad Bridge, modification of the Heart of America Bridge 
(HOA), or construction of a new transit bridge. The ASB Bridge option was eliminated because 
the private owner would not permit public transit use of the bridge.   

The Heart of America Bridge presented a wide range of possible configurations to 
accommodate a streetcar operation between 3rd Street in Kansas City and 10th Avenue in North 
Kansas City.  Analysis of train capacity revealed that a single-track, operating in both directions, 
would serve long-term rail needs for the corridor. Therefore, double-track options were 
eliminated, significantly reducing modifications to the bridge and overall construction costs. 
Shared lane options (auto and streetcar) were dismissed due to safety issues caused by the 
high auto speeds. 

A variety of exclusive lane, single-track alternatives were developed that would either replace an 
existing lane or widen the bridge to add the streetcar lane (in addition to the 3 southbound 
lanes, 2 northbound lanes, and a bike/pedestrian facility).  A structural review was conducted to 
ensure that the options were physically feasible and that the capital cost estimates fully reflected 
the required bridge modifications.  Reducing the number of vehicular through lanes from five to 

North Kansas City 

Kansas City 

Legend 

Heart of America Bridge Option 
New Transit Bridge Option 
ASB Bridge Option 
Burlington Alignment 
Kansas City Starter Line  
(under construction) 
Potential Future Extensions 

Figure 1-1: North Kansas City River Crossing Options 
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four, moving the bike/pedestrian lane to the west side, and placing the streetcar on the east side 
was determined to offer the best balance of cost and operating flexibility (Figure 1-2).  The 
construction cost for this bridge modification is approximately $24.5 million in 2020 dollars. 

 

The final river crossing approach would use a new transit bridge, constructed east of the 
existing HOA Bridge (Figure 1-3).  The new bridge was assumed to be built for double-track 
operation since the wider track deck would not impinge on adjacent lane uses such as on the 
HOA Bridge. An alternate transit bridge design would also include a bicycle and pedestrian 
facility.  This would allow the bike and pedestrian lane on 
the HOA Bridge to be returned to auto use, restoring the 
northbound auto capacity to be consistent with the 
southbound capacity.  The cost range for the new transit 
bridge is $41.7 to $60.3 million, with the higher end cost 
including the bike and pedestrian lane accommodation.   

Due to the lower cost associated with the HOA 
modification, the community preferred this option to carry 
the streetcar over the river.  Since this river crossing would 
eventually provide rail service to the broader Northland 
area, the financial plan assumes that this portion of the 
streetcar cost would be covered by a regional funding 
source beyond the North Kansas City project. 

Existing Conditions

Heart of America Bridge 

Southbound Through Lanes Northbound Through Lanes Bike/Ped 

Southbound Through Lanes Northbound Through Lanes Streetcar Bike/Ped 

Recommended River Crossing Option

Heart of America Bridge 

Figure 1-2: Modification of HOA Bridge

Figure 1-3: New Double Track 
Transit Bridge Option 

 

Streetcar Streetcar
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1.3 Analysis of Route Options 

The analysis of streetcar route options within North Kansas City was conducted in several 
iterations.  Working with the North Kansas City community, two primary alternatives were 
identified: Burlington Street (State Highway 9) and Swift Avenue.  Both options begin at the end 
of the HOA river crossing in the vicinity of 10th Avenue. The initial Burlington Street option 
continued north within street right-of-way while the Swift Avenue alternative turned east along 
10th Avenue until reaching Swift, where it continued to the north.  Both routes would terminate at 
a station between Swift and the North Oak Trafficway in the vicinity of 32nd Avenue. The 
community requested development of additional alternatives with the Burlington and Swift 
routes turning east along Armour Road (State Highway 210) instead of continuing north.  This 
Armour Road route option would improve streetcar access to Cerner, Harrah’s and the NKC 
Hospital east of the I-29/35 freeway, and would enhance service to downtown North Kansas 
City.  The route options are shown in Figure 1-4. 
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Figure 1-4: Streetcar Alignment Options 
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The evaluation of the alternatives was conducted using criteria developed with the Partnership 
Committee and community in public meetings (Table 1-1).   The evaluation criteria included 
three different categories: 

 Support Neighborhood Revitalization and Economic Development 
 Improve Transportation and Mobility 
 Optimize Route Feasibility 

Table 1-1: Evaluation of Alignment Options 

Criteria  Burlington  Burlington  Swift  Armour*  Criteria Description 

  

Dedicated 
lane  Mixed Traffic    

Support Neighborhood Revitalization and Economic Development 

Development Capacity 
     

 

How much space is available for new development? 

Streetcar Development 
Readiness         

Is there demand and developer interest?  Are there 
walkable, mixed‐use conditions in place? 

Long‐Term 
Opportunity for 
Revitalization 

       
Where could streetcar have the greatest benefit based 
on capacity today and future plans? 

Transit‐Supportive 
Planning         

Where can streetcar best support community vision 
and redevelopment goals? 

Transit‐Supportive 
Zoning and Policies         

Are policies in place to support streetcar investment, & 
discourage incompatible development? 

Improve Transportation, Connectivity, and Mobility 

Connecting People, 
Jobs, & Destinations         

How well do the proposed alignments connect people, 
jobs, destinations, & activity centers? 

Walkability / Local 
Circulation         

Is there a good network of sidewalks, bike facilities, & 
buses to enhance local use of streetcar? 

Building a Regional 
System         

How do the alignments support existing transit & 
future expansion of the streetcar system? 

Ridership Potential 
       

What is the potential to serve existing transit riders and 
attract new ridership? 

Optimize Route Feasibility 

Major Feasibility 
Challenges 

Loss of 
Parking; 
Potential 
need for 
ROW 

acquisition 

Would 
require 

reduction of 
traffic speed 

Would need 
to 

reconfigure/ 
replace bike 

lane 

Highway 
overpass 
would not 
allow mixed 

traffic 
  

Avoidance of Traffic 
Impacts         

Will the alignments increase congestion, reduce traffic 
speed, or otherwise impact traffic? 

Avoidance of Parking & 
Loading Impacts         

Will the proposed streetcar alignments impact existing 
parking or truck loading operations? 

Avoidance of Bicycle 
Impacts         

Will the proposed streetcar alignments impact existing 
bicycle facilities? 

*Due to major feasibility challenges, an Armour Rd streetcar alignment is not being recommended at this time. 

MEDIUM 

LOW 

HIGH 
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The option of connecting to Armour was eliminated because of the 14’ 9’’ clearance under the I-
29/35 Bridge.  This low clearance would not allow the streetcar and auto/truck traffic to share 
the same lane, resulting in the need to eliminate a traffic lane in each direction, lower the 
roadway, or raise the bridge.  None of the options are feasible. 

The remaining Burlington and Swift routes have extremely distinctive characteristics.  Burlington 
has high economic development potential because of the extent of existing vacant land adjacent 
to the street, and the large parcels, which can be easier to develop.  At the same time, the 
current auto emphasis of the corridor is not conducive to streetcar-induced economic 
development.  Implementation of streetcar operations on Burlington may require elimination of 
curbside parking and restriction of cross-street travel across Burlington at several locations in 
order to create median streetcar lanes. Reduction of the speed limit from 40 mph to 35 mph 
may also be necessary if the streetcars share a lane with cars. 

Swift could be “streetcar ready” in the short term because of the pedestrian orientation along 
much of its length.  The existing sidewalk network, canopy of trees, and limited impact of the 
automobile create a pedestrian environment that is attractive for streetcar-induced development.  
Unlike Burlington, however, most of Swift is already fully developed or projects are already 
underway.  This significantly reduces the potential streetcar development impact for this route.  
There are also some traffic-related issues with this route.  A number of truck loading zones 
would need to be relocated and the bike route might need to be shifted to another street 
because of the streetcar tracks. 

The characteristics of the Burlington and Swift options were thoroughly discussed in a public 
meeting.  The meeting participants were equally divided, with Burlington supporters 
emphasizing its superior long-term development potential, and Swift supporters focused upon 
the lesser, but more immediate economic impact.  While they were equally split on which route 
to pursue, all preferred an initial project that extended to a streetcar stop serving the northern 
boundary of the city, rather than ending at Armour Road. 

The Partnership Team reviewed the equally divided public support for the Burlington and Swift 
routes. Burlington was selected as the recommended alternative because it would better 
address local needs of the community and offers more attractive long-term opportunities for 
service expansion into the Northland.  The key factors in the recommendation are summarized 
below. 

The Burlington Avenue option: 

 Is consistent with past regional rail plans for service to the Northland, 
 Provides more direct, higher speed service for future rail expansion,  
 Is consistent with existing North Kansas City development efforts identified in the 

Burlington Corridor Plan and supported by the Burlington Overlay District, 
 Offers more long-term development opportunities, and  
 Permits the development of a single track alternative, not feasible on Swift, which 

increases streetcar implementation options. 
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1.4 Development of Preferred Route 

The Burlington Alternative was further 
developed with respect to potential right-of-
way and traffic impacts (Figure 1-5).  The 
Burlington right-of-way is particularly 
constrained at the south end between 10th 

Avenue and 12th Avenue.  The presence of 
a former freight railroad spur, behind the 
parcels on the east side of Burlington, 
allowed a route modification to be made in 
this constricted area.  The streetcar could 
continue operating on a single track along 
that right-of-way east of Burlington, using 
12th Avenue to enter Burlington.  This 
alignment adjustment removed the most 
significant property impact along the entire 
route.  The streetcar entry into the 
Burlington right-of-way from the east side 
became a key consideration in selecting the 
HOA bridge option with the streetcar in the 
easternmost lane. 

The traffic analysis focused upon the 
potential impact of a Burlington streetcar 
route on “through” traffic conditions, 
evaluating two alternatives for placing the 
streetcar on Burlington. One alternative 
would place the streetcar in “shared” travel 
lanes with cars operating adjacent to the 
parking lanes (Figure 1-6).  Safety 
considerations related to the shared traffic 
lanes would require that the speed limit on 
all traffic lanes be reduced to 35mph.  In 
addition to reducing the overall speeds, the 
presence of the streetcars in a shared lane 
would significantly reduce the speed in 
those lanes due to the streetcar stops.  The 
City of North Kansas City and MoDOT 
would need to evaluate approaches to 
mitigate this impact on through traffic.  

Legend 

Heart of America Bridge 
Burlington Alignment 
Kansas City Starter Line 
(under construction) 
Potential Future 
Extensions 
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A second alternative using two median-running semi-exclusive streetcar tracks was developed 
in detail to determine if this approach had the potential to largely preserve the existing through 
capacity along Burlington (Figure 1-7).  In order to maintain the current number of auto lanes, 
the curbside parking lanes in both directions would need to be converted to traffic lanes.  In 
addition, the east/west movement across Burlington using local streets would need to be 
restricted to signalized intersections to reduce the risk of car/train crashes as local traffic 
attempts to cross Burlington.  The reduction in street crossing opportunities could be resolved 
by placing traffic signals at all of the intersections along Burlington; however, that would likely 
impede traffic flow along Burlington. 

The traffic analysis for the median streetcar lanes was conducted using sophisticated traffic 
simulation models.  In general, the analysis indicated that using these operating assumptions, 
the “through” travel speeds along Burlington would not be impacted significantly by streetcar 
operations.   Pedestrian crossing times were the most significant variable influencing the traffic 
analysis. The key trade-off for this option is the maintenance of “through” travel capacity with the 
loss of curbside parking and reduction in local travel flexibility. 

Figure 1-6: Mixed-Traffic Lane on Burlington
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Parking Lane Retained 
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Figure 1-7: Semi-Exclusive Streetcar Lane on Burlington 
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Implementation of this alternative would require close cooperation between North Kansas City 
and MoDOT. While initial analysis indicates that it is possible to implement streetcar without a 
significant impact on through traffic, other considerations may influence the lane configurations 
and crossing options. This report does not recommend a specific lane configuration. A final 
decision regarding specific lane configurations should be made in the next phase of project 
development and advanced conceptual engineering. As the Burlington Corridor redevelops, a 
greater emphasis will be placed on pedestrian-oriented uses, based on North Kansas City's 
existing zoning requirements and long-range planning. This land use change may necessitate 
modifications to Burlington Street operations regardless of future streetcar activities. 

1.5 Financial Analysis 

The project funding must consider both the initial construction cost and the continuing operating 
cost.  With the exception of the river crossing, the financial analysis followed the same approach 
used for the KCMO Main Street line.  Since the river crossing does not directly serve any 
adjacent development, and would carry all future streetcar passengers who would travel on 
extensions beyond North Kansas City, the cost of the bridge was assumed to be funded from a 
regional source to be later determined. 

Key funding assumptions are summarized below: 

Capital 

 Local investment in the river crossing will be an eligible match for federal capital funding 
 A Transportation Development District (TDD) will provide the remaining local match for 

federal capital funding 
 Federal grants will match the local capital funding 

Operating 

 100% of the operating cost would be provided through the TDD 

For the purposes of this project, the entire City of North Kansas City was assumed to be in the 
TDD.  As with the existing TDD for the Main Street starter line, this analysis assumed a 1% 
sales tax and a property tax that varied by commercial and residential uses.  In general, the 
commercial property tax rate is up to 0.15% of market value.  Residential is approximately 
0.13% of market value. 

The initial financial analysis revealed that a City of North Kansas City TDD with the same tax 
rates used on the KCMO Main Street streetcar starter line could not support both the operating 
and capital costs of a project that extended to the vicinity of 32nd Avenue.  Subsequently, a 
revised project was developed to reduce both the operating and capital costs to determine what 
streetcar investment could be supported using a North Kansas City TDD.  Key characteristics of 
the reduced project are: 

 Initial implementation of the project terminating at the 18th Avenue stop (serves Armour 
Road).  

 Single-track construction, designed for subsequent conversion to double track.  
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The operating cost for this option is reduced to approximately $2 million per year per year, 
providing additional resources for capital bonding.  This results in a local bonding capacity of 
about $15.5 million as shown in Table 1-2, to be applied towards a reduced construction cost.   

Table 1-2: Projected Revenue Using the Kansas City Main Street Starter Line TDD Model 

PROJECTED TDD REVENUE (2020$) 

1% TDD Sales Tax  $2,430,000  

Residential Assessments  $357,976  

Commercial Assessments  $928,389  

Total Annual Revenue  $3,716,364  

Less Operating Costs  ($2,000,000) 

Net After Operating Costs  $1,716,364  

Estimated Bonding Capacity at 6% for 
30 Years with 1.30 Coverage 

$18,100,000  

Estimated Capital Project Fund  $15,500,000  

 
The HOA bridge modification would be funded outside of this project, but could be used to 
match federal funds of approximately $24.5 million towards the streetcar. This approach would 
potentially fund a reduced project as in Table 1-3, shown below (in Year 2020 dollars). 
 

Table 1-3: Capital Funding for Reduced Project 

PROPOSED PROJECT FUNDING (2020$) 

Capital Cost (to 18th Ave Stop)  $56.6 Million 

Capital Resources   

TDD Capital Project Fund  $15.5 Million 

Federal Match 
(TDD Capital Project Fund) 

$15.5 Million 

Federal Match 
(HOA bridge modifications) 

$24.5 Million 

Total Capital Resources  $55.5 Million 

 
While this funding scenario reflects a project in which the costs exceed funding by about 2%, 
the cost estimate includes substantial contingencies which may cover this deficit.  In addition, 
small adjustments could be made in the operating plan if necessary to reduce operating cost 
and increase the bonding capacity as appropriate. This approach represents the maximum 
streetcar investment that could be funded using the KCMO Main Street starter line TDD 
approach throughout North Kansas City.  The capital cost for a streetcar project serving the 
length of the corridor to 32nd Avenue would be approximately $134 million, substantially 
exceeding local funding capacity.   
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1.6 Project Opportunities/Recommendations 

The NorthRail Streetcar Study provided several conclusions: 

 Modification of the Heart of America Bridge offers a viable approach to extend rail transit 
across the Missouri River to serve the Northland. 

 Burlington is the preferred route through North Kansas City because it provides the 
greatest opportunity to enhance economic development in North Kansas City, and 
facilitate long-term urban rail expansion into the Northland. 

 North Kansas City funding using the KCMO Main Street streetcar starter line TDD model 
cannot support construction and operation of a project beyond Armour Road. 

 The local community prefers that the project reach the northern municipal boundary of 
North Kansas City (32nd Avenue) in its initial phase. 

These conclusions support continued long-term planning for urban rail development along the 
Burlington Corridor extending to the Northland. The HOA Bridge offers an attractive means to 
cross the river. The Burlington right-of-way includes several options that could be further 
developed to support attractive rail service and attract economic development. The initial rail 
investment through North Kansas City, however, cannot be funded without an expanded funding 
base. 

Although the NorthRail study did not examine streetcar options extending further north beyond 
North Kansas City, prior studies have considered other fixed-guideway transit options continuing 
north.  As indicated earlier, streetcar and LRT have many similar characteristics that facilitate 
blending of these modes to meet varying needs along an expanded service area.  An urban rail 
project could easily use the close streetcar stop spacing within North Kansas City, and at major 
suburban activity nodes in the Northland, and operate with longer LRT style spacing between 
the activity centers.  This would extend the service area of the rail line, and increase the funding 
base.   

The recent Burlington-North Oak Trafficway Corridor study identifies activity nodes along this 
corridor and recommends land use and infrastructure actions that would support more intensive 
transit investments.  This report would provide a suitable base from which to examine 
alternative urban rail options along this corridor. 

In anticipation of an eventual rail investment, the community should also consider 
implementation of a low cost Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project similar to the MAX routes south of 
the river.  This approach would reinforce improvements in the pedestrian network and increase 
corridor transit ridership, enhancing future rail opportunities along the route.  Future rail 
implementation might result in the removal of some BRT capital investments, although they may 
be fully depreciated by the time the rail is built.  Some local commitment would be required for 
the BRT planning, design, and construction management, which represents an opportunity cost 
that could be applied elsewhere in the region.   

The development of urban rail options serving the Northland would be tied to development of 
funding options linked to the service areas.  The most recent transit funding approach has 
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followed the Main Street streetcar starter line TDD model.  Expanding the service area could 
facilitate expanding the coverage area of this model.  Corridor jurisdictions beyond the NorthRail 
Partnership would need to be engaged in this effort, which could influence the eventual 
financing/governance strategy.  

Within North Kansas City, several activities would be useful in the short term.  The City has 
aggressively amended its planning and zoning to encourage the increased density, mixed-use 
development and pedestrian infrastructure planning that would help transform Burlington Street 
from a light-industrial, auto-oriented area to a pedestrian-friendly commercial/entertainment 
district.  The imminent update of the City’s comprehensive plan provides the opportunity to 
reinforce that direction with local community leaders, investors and business owners.  This type 
of change would enhance the impact of urban rail along the Burlington corridor.  A regional 
commitment to a rail project on Burlington Street would be an incentive to both the private and 
public sectors to initiate these types of changes. 

The implementation of streetcar within the Burlington right-of-way offers its own set of 
challenges and opportunities that are directly related to the land use and infrastructure changes 
noted above. Some modifications to the current street operations are necessary for streetcar 
implementation. These modifications could include adjustments to through and/or local traffic, 
changes in curbside parking and loading zones, traffic signalization modifications, and 
pedestrian improvements. Many of these changes would also respond to concerns expressed 
during the community meetings regarding the need to improve the pedestrian environment 
along this street. These modifications would require substantial discussion among North Kansas 
City, MoDOT, MARC, and local property and business owners to determine the extent, cost and 
funding for the modifications.  It is timely to begin these discussions using the results of this 
study and the awaited City plan update.   

A regional commitment to the Burlington corridor will require extension of the streetcar across 
the Missouri River to 10th Street. This study has identified a viable approach to do so by shifting 
the bike and pedestrian lane from the east side of the HOA Bridge to the west, and placing the 
streetcar in the vacated lane. This will require a regional investment up to $25 million.  
Programming this funding now would demonstrate regional support for the NorthRail project, 
and encourage the other activities identified above. 

The following steps are recommended to advance the conclusions of the NorthRail Study: 

1. North Kansas City updates of the city Master Plan supporting Burlington Street as the 
recommended streetcar route. 

2. North Kansas City, MoDOT, and MARC initiate discussions regarding modification of 
Burlington Street to facilitate pedestrian-oriented development and accommodate future 
streetcar use along the route. 

3. North Kansas City, Kansas City, Gladstone, MARC, and KCATA initiate discussions 
regarding interim land use and transit strategies to encourage transit-oriented 
development north of the river in anticipation of future rail service. 

4. North Kansas City and Kansas City accept the NorthRail Plan.  
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5. Appropriate regional jurisdictions develop a long-term plan and financial strategy and 
supporting rail service to the Northland. 

6. MARC incorporates findings into the 2040 LRTP Update. 

These activities would overlap in several instances, and would benefit from the participation of 
Northland jurisdictions and community stakeholders beyond those involved in the NorthRail 
Partnership. 
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2. Introduction 
Many communities are considering streetcar as a transit solution that acts as an urban circulator 
and a “pedestrian accelerator,” providing convenient and comfortable transit service along a 
permanent fixed route using modern vehicles, stations, amenities and real time passenger 
information.  The streetcar investment has been proven as a catalyst in shaping compact, 
walkable neighborhoods by connecting destination with a high quality transit ride. While it is 
difficult to directly tie development projects to specific transit investments, it is widely recognized 
that streetcars attract a substantial return on investment with respect to development and 
redevelopment. 

Modern streetcar systems can be implemented at about half the cost of conventional Light Rail 
Transit (LRT) projects, and provide about 65% of the passenger capacity.  The smaller scale of 
typical streetcar projects typically fits well within the dense urban environment in and around 
downtown.  The speed and simplicity of streetcar construction are also key features. 

The City of Kansas City Missouri (KCMO) has taken the first step towards restoring its 
substantial streetcar heritage with the groundbreaking for the 2.2-mile Main Street streetcar 
starter line extending from the River Market through downtown to Union Station.  While this 
construction is underway, a southern extension to Country Club Plaza/University of Missouri 
Kansas City, and branch lines on Linwood Boulevard and Independence Avenue are 
progressing through Advanced Conceptual Engineering and environmental analysis.  Each of 
these lines will serve the urban area south of the Missouri River. 

Regional transit planning has historically included a rail component extending north from 
downtown KCMO to serve North Kansas City, the Northland, and potentially the Kansas City 
International Airport.  The 2008 North/South Alternatives Analysis identified Burlington Street as 
the preferred northern alignment for Light Rail Transit (LRT).  The Burlington Corridor Study, 
completed in 2009, provided a vision for a mixed-use corridor along this proposed Light Rail 
route within North Kansas City.  The land use changes and infrastructure investment proposed 
in the Study would enhance the pedestrian environment and reinforce broader and more 
intensive development patterns, supportive of rail investment.  The regional LRT plan was not 
passed in public referendum, however, and the rail planning activities in the corridor became 
dormant.  

In 2013, a broad group of stakeholders initiated an effort to examine the potential for an 
extension of the KCMO Main Street streetcar starter line to the north across the Missouri River.  
This group included the Mid-America Regional Council (MARC), City of North Kansas City 
(NKC), City of Kansas City, and Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT). The streetcar 
technology shares many physical and operating characteristics with LRT, but provides service 
that reinforces economic investment in urban areas at a lower implementation cost than LRT. 

The goals of this project, the NorthRail Study, were to: 

 Assess and detail the general feasibility of a northern streetcar extension,  
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 Identify the preferable manner and route for extending the KCMO Main Street streetcar 
starter line to the north, from downtown KCMO into NKC and the Northland, and 

 Develop an implementation strategy to support eventual rail service extension into the 
Northland. 

The remainder of this report outlines the technical approach and analysis of options to 
accomplish these goals.  The final chapter recommends a set of actions to advance rail service 
serving NKC and extending to the Northland. 
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3. Project Approach  
The NorthRail project includes two distinct, but inter-related elements: 

 Missouri River Crossing 
 NKC Streetcar 

The river crossing segment generally extends from 3rd Street in KCMO 10th Street in NKC.  It will 
carry future rail service to NKC and beyond into the Northland.   Since there are no urban land 
uses within this area, the analysis focused upon structural and cost issues.  There are no 
passenger stops in this segment, and no adjacent land uses that could have substantial 
impacts. The only potential service impact is related to the quality of service for passengers 
traveling through this segment.  The analysis of bridge options focused upon design and cost 
issues which are documented in Chapter 6. 

The NKC streetcar segment traverses an urban area with significant development along each of 
the route options.  The urban land uses along the route will generate passenger origins and 
destinations, requiring significant consideration of service issues.  The proximity of buildings to 
the curb lines also presents a key streetcar routing consideration due to the potential for 
displacement and/or parking and loading zone issues.  The streetcar route analysis required a 
rigorous review of socio-economic data in addition to the physical and cost characteristics 
included in the river crossing.  These considerations are documented extensively in Chapter 7. 

While these two segments were developed and analyzed somewhat in parallel, their nexus at 
10th and Burlington influenced the selection of a preferred river crossing option.  As discussed in 
Chapter 5, right-of-way implications for the streetcar in NKC reinforced a preferred route east of 
Burlington.  This influenced selection of the preferred river crossing in order to best connect with 
the preferred streetcar route through North Kansas City.  

The operations planning considered the entire extent of the route from the connection to the 
KCMO Main Street starter line to the northernmost streetcar stop at 29th Avenue.  The operating 
plan, operating costs, and vehicle requirements were developed based upon the travel time and 
service frequency for the full operating segment. 

The technical analysis for the overall study was directed by a Partnership Committee with 
representatives from the various political and transportation jurisdictions within or serving the 
corridor.  This Committee provided technical direction and advanced the study through key 
decision points.  Committee membership is identified in Table 3-1. 
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Table 3-1: Partnership Committee Members 

Name Organization 

Karen Clawson Mid-America Regional Council 

Sara Copeland North Kansas City, Missouri 

Shelie Daniel Missouri Department of Transportation 

Kyle Elliott Kansas City, Missouri 

Tom Gerend Mid-America Regional Council 

Mell Henderson Mid-America Regional Council 

Randy Johnson Missouri Department of Transportation 

Russ Johnson Kansas City, Missouri 

Teresa Martinez Kansas City, Missouri 

Sherri McIntryre Kansas City, Missouri 

Laurel McKean Missouri Department of Transportation 

Luke Miller Missouri Department of Transportation 

Danny O’Connor Kansas City Area Transit Authority 

Michael Smith North Kansas City, Missouri 

Eva Steinman Missouri Department of Transportation 

Matt Tapp Clay County 

Jeffrey Williams Kansas City, Missouri 

 

The Partnership Committee received public input, primarily from a series of public workshops 
held in the corridor.  This input was a significant consideration in the deliberations of the 
Partnership Committee.  The overall public involvement process and results are discussed in 
the next chapter.  
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4. Public Participation   
4.1 Purpose of the Public Involvement Program 

The NorthRail KC streetcar would potentially impact North Kansas City and its residents in 
numerous ways.  Depending upon location decisions for the route, some local residents would 
experience enhanced mobility from the initiation of service.  In the long term, streetcar projects 
typically influence development patterns, resulting in more intense, mixed land uses that raise 
property values, improve tax receipts, and attract more businesses and residents.  At the same 
time, streetcar investment requires local funding support in the form of increased local taxes.  All 
of these aspects impact local residents and business owners in different ways, and their input is 
essential in determining if, where, and how a streetcar project is implemented. A proactive 
public participation program was developed and administered in North Kanas City to enhance 
public understanding of the project options and provide timely input in the decision-making 
process. 

4.2 Public Involvement Approach 

The public meeting approach centered around three (3) public meetings held during the project 
at key milestones.  

 Meeting 1: Kick-Off (November 21, 2013) 
o Outlined the study purpose and schedule  
o Compared streetcar technology with other modes of transit 
o Described potential streetcar impacts based on experience in other cities 
o Identified the key decisions to be made during the study 

 Meeting 2: Community Recommendations (February 13, 2014) 
o Reviewed characteristics of River Crossing options for community input 
o Reviewed characteristics of Route options for community input 
o Reviewed Route length options for community input 

 Meeting 3: Wrap Up (April 23, 2014) 
o Summarized recommendations to date 
o Identified options for accommodating streetcar operations on the preferred route 
o Described a financially feasible streetcar project for North Kansas City 
o Reviewed next step options for community input 

Each of the meetings was preceded by an aggressive campaign to encourage attendance, 
including mailers, emails to participants registered at prior meetings, social media, and 
canvassing of businesses and neighborhoods along each of the proposed routes and other 
public destinations.  In addition to comments shared at the meetings, public input was collected 
through questionnaires, comment cards, outreach to neighborhood groups and other 
organizations, and MindMixer, an online community forum platform used to encourage 
comments. An information kiosk and open comments board was hosted by both the North 
Kansas City Library and Community Center to provide information raise awareness and share 
ideas. 
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4.3 Public Involvement Results 

The kick-off meeting on November 21, 2013 was attended by 94 participants.  Residents 
generally voiced concern that their city was seen as little more than industrial buildings and 
highways.  Some saw the streetcar as an opportunity to help showcase the city’s safe, walkable 
neighborhoods and commercial areas and make the city more of an integral part of the region’s 
central city.  There was a desire by many to encourage neighborhood revitalization, enhance 
economic development and attract new residents and businesses.   

Regarding route options, meeting attendees supported both Swift Avenue and Burlington Street 
options, and requested that Armour Road also be considered.  Some preferred Burlington Street 
because of the strong long-term opportunity for economic development.  The need for 
considerable investment to create a more pedestrian-friendly environment along Burlington was 
also identified, however.  Some meeting participants preferred Swift Avenue because it is 
already pedestrian-friendly and a streetcar would attract development there more quickly than 
along Burlington.  Some participants thought that adding an Armour Road leg to either the Swift 
Avenue or Burlington Street alignments would improve access to the Cerner World 
Headquarters, Harrah’s Casino, and the North Kansas City Hospital, which are all east of I-
29/35. 

There were also a number of attendees who did not support streetcar implementation in North 
Kansas City.  Some expressed concern that the streetcar would not generate sufficient ridership 
to justify the project.  Others did not want any increase in their taxes to fund a streetcar project. 

The second meeting, held on February 13, 2014, was attended by 95 stakeholders. The 
meeting focused upon recommendations in three key areas: the preferred route, the extent of 
the route, and the preferred river crossing option.  The technical analysis of route options 
revealed that the Armour Road option was not feasible because of the low clearance under the 
I-29/35 bridge.  In order to accommodate the streetcar, the bridge would need to be raised, the 
street lowered, or cars eliminated from a streetcar lane in each direction.  None of these options 
were reasonable. 

Considering the remaining options along Swift Avenue and Burlington Street, half of the 
attendees favored the Swift option because of the more immediate development impact, and 
half favored the Burlington option due to its greater long term development potential. There was 
no majority for either option.  There was a general consensus that the initial route should travel 
all the way through North Kansas City, reaching the northern city limit.  There was little support 
for an intermediate project ending in the vicinity of Armour Road. 

Of the options to cross the Missouri River, a small majority preferred using the Heart of America 
Bridge.  The option of converting an existing lane to streetcar use was favored over adding a 
lane to the bridge, in order to reduce costs.   

The Burlington option was advanced in greater detail as the preferred route for the wrap-up 
meeting held on April 23, 2014, which was attended by 75 stakeholders.  The Burlington option 
was selected over the Swift option because it offered more long term development impacts, 
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provided better service and flexibility for an expanded system, and provided more 
implementation options than Swift.  The financial analysis revealed, however, that the funding 
that could potentially be generated within North Kansas City could not support implementation 
of the entire project.  A Swift option would have faced the same challenge. 

In response to the financial constraints, a reduced project was developed that would end at the 
18th Avenue stop, serving downtown North Kansas City.  It would be a single-track operation, 
which further reduces the capital cost, but also limits service frequency. 

The meeting attendees were presented with three (3) options to proceed: 

 Pursue interim strategies for enhanced transit  
 Pursue a streetcar to 18th Avenue with local funding 
 Pursue a regional system with a broader funding source 

The majority of meeting attendees preferred the first option (66 percent).  The reduced project 
received support from only 13 percent of participants and the regional option was supported by 
the remaining 21 percent.  Those opposing the streetcar primarily cited increased taxes, and 
disproportionate benefits compared to costs.  Streetcar supporters emphasized the need to 
move the city ahead by improving the quality of life and attracting new residents. 

The presentation materials for each of the meetings are included in the supplemental document 
NorthRail Streetcar – Public Meeting Informational Boards.  
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5. River Crossing Options  
5.1 Background 

The initial challenge to providing streetcar service to NKC and the Northland is crossing the 
Missouri River and the freight railroad tracks immediately to the north of the river.  There are a 
variety of potential approaches to accomplish this task, ranging from modification of existing 
bridges to construction of a new bridge. This decision will influence the long-term urban, 
commercial, and transportation planning for areas north and south of the river. In order to 
manage the variables in selecting a route, the following considerations were identified. 

 Connect to communities both north and south of the river that represents balanced 
opportunities for economic redevelopment, measured by proximity to potential 
development sites; 

 Identify a structural means of crossing the river that will balance operational needs with 
infrastructure cost. 

 Assess project partner preferences and incorporate into the recommendations. 

5.2 Screening of River Crossing Options 

This project examined river crossing options at a scoping screening level, an initial screening 
level completed during the study, and a more detailed screening level. The candidate bridges 
considered were those that would provide a connection into, or close to North Kansas City and 
were relatively close to the KCMO Main Street streetcar starter line (currently under 
construction).  Five options were considered during project screening. Three candidates passed 
to the study level for initial screening. Two options were identified for detailed screening. 

Broadway Bridge 

MoDOT has identified the Broadway Bridge as a candidate for replacement. Such a 
replacement could incorporate accommodations for transit. The south approach to the bridge is 
approximately 0.25 miles west of the KCMO Main Street starter line. The north end of the bridge 
connects to the Charles B. Wheeler Downtown Airport. The airport provides services primarily 
for private and corporate flights. As such, it is anticipated that ridership to the airport would be 
low. In order to connect to North Kansas City, a streetcar line would need to cross multiple rail 
lines. This crossing option did not pass the scoping-level screening. 

New Bridge East of the Broadway Bridge 

A new bridge east of the Broadway Bridge and west of the ASB Bridge would have the 
advantage of connecting directly to the Main Street starter line on 3rd Street. However, on the 
north side of the Missouri River, the bridge would need to cross multiple rail lines before 
reaching destinations in North Kansas City. This crossing option did not pass the scoping-level 
screening. 
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The ASB Bridge 

The Armour-Swift-Burlington (ASB) Bridge formerly carried a trolley line connection between 
North Kansas City and Kansas City, Missouri. The trolley line connection was eventually 
changed to accommodate vehicles. When the Heart of America Bridge opened in 1987, the 
vehicular deck on the ASB was closed and the approach structures to the upper deck were 
removed. The bridge is now owned by the BNSF Railway and is used exclusively for freight rail 
traffic on the lower deck. The ASB Bridge is not available to re-establish a streetcar line on the 
upper deck and it was eliminated from detailed analysis. 

The Heart of America Bridge 

The Heart of America (HOA) Bridge carries Missouri Route 9 and connects to I-70 on the south 
to Route 9 to the north. For the purposes of this report, the HOA Bridge refers to the connection 
from 3rd Street in Kansas City, Missouri, across the Missouri River, the river levee, and the 
railroad tracks. This actually refers to two structures: one crossing the river, and a second 
crossing the railroad tracks. 

In 2010, a pedestrian and bicycle facility was added to the bridge (by narrowing shoulders), 
creating the only designated bicycle/pedestrian crossing of the river from downtown Kansas 
City. This bridge provides the benefits of being relatively close to the Main Street starter line on 
the south and providing a continuous connection to the potential alignment on Burlington Street 
as well as being close to the potential route on Swift Avenue on the north. This bridge was 
selected for detailed study. 

New Bridge East of the Heart of America Bridge 

A new bridge east of the HOA Bridge would provide a dedicated streetcar connection from the 
Main Street starter line to either of the candidate alignments (Burlington or Swift) in North 
Kansas City. The structure could be designed to accommodate either single- or double-track 
lines. The structure could also be designed to provide a bike/ped facility across the river. This 
bike/ped facility could supplement or replace the bike/ped facility on the HOA Bridge. This 
bridge option was selected for detailed study. 

Crossing options that were selected for the detailed screening level were analyzed for detailed 
operational, structural, traffic, and financial limitations. A table of the screening review is 
provided below.  
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Table 5-1: Bridge Crossing Screening 

Structure 
Screening Level

Comments Scoping Initial Detailed

Broadway Bridge  - - 
Bridge is scheduled for replacement. It is not in proximity 
to destinations in North Kansas City; would result in 
circuitous path and require grade separation over freight 
tracks.   

New bridge, west of 
the ASB Bridge  - - Bridge is not in proximity to destinations in North Kansas 

City; would require freight rail fly-overs. 

The ASB Bridge   - 
Formerly served as trolley crossing (structural elements 
demolished); owner is not amenable to accommodating a 
crossing on this structure.  

The Heart of America 
Bridge (HOA)    Acceptable operations, structurally suitable, financially 

reasonable.  

New bridge, east of 
the HOA Bridge    Improved operations, structurally suitable, financial 

limitations. 

 option did not move past this screening |  option moved past this screening |   - option not considered at this level. 

5.3 Initial Screening 

The results of initial screening identified two options for detailed screening: the addition of 
streetcar onto the existing Heart of America Bridge and the construction of a new bridge 
immediately east of the HOA Bridge. The Figure below shows the relationship of the potential 
river crossings to the river and the Kansas City Main Street Starter Line. 

 

North Kansas City 

Kansas City 

Legend 

Heart of America Bridge Option 
New Transit Bridge Option 
ASB Bridge Option 
Burlington Alignment 
Kansas City Starter Line  
(under construction) 
Potential Future Extensions 

Figure 5-2: Missouri River Crossing Options 

New Transit 

Bridge Option
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5.4 Detailed Screening 

Heart of America Bridge 

The Heart of America Bridge has two northbound lanes and three southbound lanes for 
motorized traffic and a separated pathway (two-way) for bicycle and pedestrian traffic (Figure 5-
2). This is the only bicycle/pedestrian crossing of the Missouri River. The next nearest 
bicycle/pedestrian crossing is five-miles away at the Chouteau Bridge. The Partnership Team 
identified this bicycle/pedestrian crossing as a critical component to maintain, although they 
agreed that the existing facility could be replaced with a new crossing. 

The Heart of America Bridge has a posted speed limit of 45 mph. The generally accepted 
guideline for safe operation of a streetcar in mixed traffic is 35 mph. Reduction of the speed on 
the HOA Bridge was deemed as impractical, so streetcar operation in an exclusive lane were 
identified as a critical design parameter. 

A VISSIM traffic analysis of the bridge indicated that there would not be a detrimental 
motorized-traffic impact if the number of southbound lanes were reduced to two. This would 
provide two options for the existing bridge – to reconfigure the bridge with two southbound 
lanes, two northbound lanes, a bicycle/pedestrian lane, and either a single-track on the existing 
structure, or a double-track if the structure were widened.  Figure 5-3 shows one possible 
configuration of a widened bridge.  

Southbound Through Lanes Northbound Through Lanes Bike/Ped 
Figure 5-2: Existing Conditions - HOA Bridge

Figure 5-3: HOA Bridge – Widening Option

Bridge Widening Option to Accommodate a Double‐Track Streetcar – Looking North

Southbound Through Lanes Northbound Through 

Lanes 
Bike/Ped StreetcarStreetcar 

Existing Structure Widened 

Structure 
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The traffic simulation at the intersection of 10th Avenue and Burlington Street indicated that 
adding a streetcar at that intersection would have a significant impact that would result in 
propagating impacts to the corridor north of the intersection as well. An alternate streetcar 
alignment was developed using the former railroad right of way to the east, starting south of 
10th Avenue and entering the Burlington median at 12th.  This modification mitigated the traffic 
issue at 10th Avenue, and avoided the right-of-way impacts along the narrow segment of 
Burlington from 10th to 12th.  This opportunity produced a heavily-weighted preference to align 
the track on the east side of the bridge. An operational analysis of the streetcar indicated that a 
single track for the river crossing would provide sufficient service for projected operational 
needs. The single-track option allows a configuration that eliminates the need for structure 
widening on the HOA option.  

The single-track configuration that does not widen the bridge is shown in Figure 5-4 below. For 
bridge operations, providing a track alignment on the east or west side of the structure does not 
present a limiting factor. However, right-of-way limitations north of the bridge, as well as 
operational limitations at the intersection of Burlington with 10th Avenue, lead to a preferred 
alignment along the east side of the crossing. Placement of the track in the location of the 
existing bicycle/pedestrian path precipitates the need to relocate the bicycle/pedestrian crossing 
along the west side of the bridge.  

The structural capacity of the existing structure, as well as the option of widening the structure, 
was evaluated. The structural analysis identified that replacing an existing lane with a dedicated 
lane streetcar was feasible and would be comparable to the existing bridge loadings. Analysis 
indicated that operating the streetcar in a shared lane would not be a feasible option without a 
significant retrofit to the structure. The most feasible alternative is to construct a streetcar line on 
the outer lanes of the structure. A complete structural evaluation is available in the supplemental 
document, NorthRail Streetcar – HOA Structural Review Summary. 

  

Figure 5-4: HOA Bridge – Recommended River Crossing Option 
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A New Transit Bridge 

The option for a new transit bridge presents 
advantages over the use of the Heart of 
America Bridge. Construction of a new bridge 
would eliminate the need to make any 
modification to the existing bridge. A new bridge 
could include a new bicycle/pedestrian facility. 
This facility could either supplement the existing 
bicycle/pedestrian facility on the Heart of 
America Bridge, or it could replace it, allowing 
the existing bicycle/pedestrian facility to be 
converted to a northbound through lane. The 
new bridge could also be constructed with a 
dual track, allowing immediate or long-term expansion of the service crossing the river. Figure 
5-5 shows a possible new transit bridge configuration that includes dual-track and a 
bicycle/pedestrian crossing. 

A new transit bridge would be designed specifically for streetcar use . It should be noted that the 
placement of new piers in the Missouri River would need special hydraulic analysis. The US 
Army Corps of Engineers is currently studying the progressing bed degradation in the Missouri 
River. New piers would need to be founded on bedrock beneath the River, and hydraulic effects 
on adjacent structures and river banks would need to be analyzed in detail. 

A new transit bridge would have little impact to existing auto traffic conditions. It would afford the 
opportunity to create a new bicycle/pedestrian river crossing, which could supplement the 
existing bicycle/pedestrian crossing on the Heart of America Bridge, or facilitate removal of that 
crossing and convert the lane to serve motorized vehicles.  The new bridge could be sited such 
that it avoids interaction with the intersection of 10th Avenue at Burlington Street. Construction of 
a new bridge would also largely eliminate traffic conflicts during construction. 

5.5 Implementation Cost 

Costs were developed for an array of options for the Heart of America Bridge as well as for the 
New Transit Bridge. A summary of these costs is presented in the table below. As would be 
expected, re-purposing a traffic lane on the Heart of America Bridge would be the least-cost 
path to implementation. 

Table 5-2: Cost Summary 

Structure Option Cost (millions) Description 
New Transit Bridge 1A $41.7 27-foot wide bridge; accommodations for a double-track streetcar 

New Transit Bridge 1B $60.3 Option 1A, plus an additional width of 12-feet for a bike/ped lane 

Heart of America Bridge 2 $35.2 Bridge widening on east side 

Heart of America Bridge 3 $23.3 No bridge widening, streetcar on east side of bridge, new bike/ped 
facility on west side in existing vehicular lane 

  

Streetcar Streetcar Bike/Ped

Figure 5-5: New Transit Bridge Option
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5.6 Recommendations 

The two options considered in the detailed screening have similar operational parameters with 
little difference. The recommendation, therefore, is heavily weighted by the cost of the project. It 
should be noted that an alternative was considered that would site a single-line track along the 
west side of the HOA Bridge. Because this option would not require the relocation of the existing 
bicycle/pedestrian facility, it would be a lower cost than those shown. However, at the ends of 
the river crossing, particularly at the north end, connections to either the Burlington route or the 
Swift route would create a number of complications at the intersection of 10th Avenue. Because 
of the geometric layout, it was anticipated that traffic impacts would be significant and negative. 
Due to these operational concerns, this option was not carried forward. Based on optimization of 
operations, heavily weighted by cost, Option 3 on the east side of the HOA Bridge was selected 
as the recommended alternative. 
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6. Preliminary Alignment Options  
The route development process began with a set of general routes identified prior to the study.  
All route options share a southern terminus at the Main Street Streetcar Starter Line stop near 
the 3rd & Grand Transportation Hub in the River Market in Kansas City, Missouri.   

Within North Kansas City, there were several alignment and termini options identified and 
evaluated during the process: 

 Burlington to 18th Avenue  

 Burlington to 32nd Avenue 

 Swift Avenue to 18th Avenue 

 Swift Avenue to 32nd Avenue 

 Armour/210  to Walker Road (extending from Burlington or Swift)  

 

6.1 Burlington Street 

Burlington Street is a north-south high-volume 6-lane state highway, Missouri State Highway 9, 
with three travel lanes in each direction divided by a median.  Average daily traffic volumes are 
approximately 26,000, with posted traffic speeds of 40-miles per hour (MPH). Burlington Street 
is an important transportation corridor, providing a direct connection to one of three river 
crossings serving Downtown Kansas City, Missouri.   

Existing bus service on the corridor includes KCATA Routes 132, 135 and 142. During the 2008 
North/South Alternatives Analysis, Burlington was identified as the preferred alignment for Light 
Rail (LRT). This was followed by the 2009 Burlington Corridor Study, which provided a vision for 
the corridor that would, “Transform Burlington Street to serve as an entry, a destination, and a 
mixed-use center that represent the safe, amiable, walkable character of greater North Kansas 
City.”  

The Burlington Corridor Overlay District and Design Guidelines were adopted to help implement 
this vision by providing additional development standards to the underlying zoning districts to 
ensure a unified appearance, scale, massing and urban design character for future 
development.  The 2002 (updated in 2008) Smart Moves Plan, the region’s long-range transit 
plan, identifies the Burlington/North Oak corridor from the River Market to Highway 152 as a 
transit spine for the Northland.  The 2013 North Oak Corridor Study recommended Burlington 
Road/North Oak as the preferred corridor for a high-level transit investment such as Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) or streetcar. 

Two streetcar configurations were developed for Burlington: mixed traffic (shared lanes) in the 
outside travel lanes, next to the parking lane; and semi-exclusive median lanes that required 
conversion of the parking lanes to travel lanes in order to maintain number of traffic lanes in 
each direction.  The median lanes are effectively dedicated transit lanes except for at signalized 
intersections where traffic also uses the lane for left turn access. 
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6.2 Swift Avenue  

Swift Avenue is a north-south corridor serving local traffic with relatively low volumes. The 
character of Swift Avenue changes dramatically from the north to the south with the dividing 
point at downtown, identified in the North Kansas City Master Plan as the blocks between 16th 
Street to 21st Street. In the southern portion of the corridor, the ROW is wide with two travel 
lanes, angled parking and truck loading areas for adjacent industrial and warehouse 
businesses.  In the northern portion of the corridor, the traffic lanes are divided by a median with 
a boulevard character serving the City’s densest residential areas, including the CityView 
apartments, the Gardens, a retirement community, and Northgate Village, an infill traditional 
neighborhood development.   

Swift Avenue is one of the City’s primary transit corridors with bus service from routes 133 and 
38.  Swift Avenue is also a designated bike route providing an important connection to a barrier-
separated bi-directional bicycle/pedestrian path on the northbound span of the HOA Bridge. To-
date, the HOA bridge has the only designated bicycle/pedestrian connection across the Missouri 
River in the metropolitan area. Swift Avenue was evaluated as part of the 2008 North/South 
Alternatives Analysis; however, it was not recommended as a preferred corridor for regional 
LRT, primarily due to the impacts of a dedicated transit lane to on-street parking.  For this study, 
Swift Avenue was evaluated for mixed-traffic operations minimizing the potential impacts to 
adjacent businesses and parking. It should be noted that a typical modern streetcar, with a 
single vehicle, requires a smaller station footprint than a typical multi-car LRT, and is more 
easily integrated into an urban environment.     

The streetcar would operate in mixed traffic along Swift Avenue. 

6.3 Armour/210  

Armour Road is an east-west state highway, Missouri State Highway 210 (Armour/210).  
Armour/210 transects downtown, identified in the North Kansas City Master Plan, as the blocks 
between Buchanan and Howell Street, and serving as North Kansas City’s “main street.” 
Through this downtown segment, Armour/210 has two travel lanes, angled parking, an 
enhanced pedestrian character, and an active mix of uses.  East of downtown, Armour/210 
widens to six travel lanes, three travel lanes in each direction, with a divided median east of the 
I-29/I-35 interchange.   

Armour/210 connects North Kansas City’s three largest employers, North Kansas City Hospital, 
Cerner Corporation Headquarters and Harrah’s Casino.  Average daily traffic volumes vary from 
approximately 10,000 to 30,000, with posted traffic speeds of 25 MPH through downtown, 35 
MPH on the eastern edge of downtown, and 45 MPH east of the interchange.  Existing bus 
service on the corridor includes Routes 132, 133 and 135. Armour/210 has not been evaluated 
through past studies as a high-level transit corridor, however, as a result of feedback from 
Public Workshop #1, mostly related to connections to the City’s key activity and employment 
centers, it was included in the evaluation process. 

The streetcar would most likely operate in mixed traffic in the center lanes of Armour Road. 
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7. Initial Evaluation and Screening 
The preliminary alignment evaluation identified a preferred streetcar alignment that best meets 
the goals of the Community and Partnership Committee, identified at the onset of the process. 
The preliminary evaluation provided an initial high-level screening of all potential alignment 
options identified during the process.  After selecting a preferred route, the streetcar will be 
developed and evaluated in greater detail. The evaluation criteria were organized into three 
major categories:   

 Support Neighborhood Revitalization and Economic Development 

 Improve Transportation, Connectivity and Mobility  

 Optimize Route Feasibility 

 
The preliminary alignment options were evaluated with respect to the evaluation criteria as 
described in the remainder of this section. For most of the criteria, the screening is the same for 
both of the Burlington options.  The criteria are applied by Burlington alternative (mixed traffic 
and dedicated lane) when there are differing impacts.  This information was presented to the 
public for comment in Workshop #2, and was reviewed by the Partnership Committee.  

7.1 Support Neighborhood Revitalization and Economic 
Development   

A key project goal, articulated by the Partnership Committee and confirmed by Public Workshop 
participants, was the ability of a streetcar to support neighborhood revitalization and economic 
development.  In other words, the project is as much about community transformation as it is 
providing enhanced connections.  Therefore, the preferred alignment was identified in part by 
the opportunity to maximize future economic development potential.  

7.1.1 Development Capacity  

While streetcars have been credited with supporting economic development, there must exist 
sufficient underutilized and vacant properties along the streetcar alignment to enable 
development to occur. This “development capacity” is important to understand when considering 
whether one alignment is more likely than another to be supportive of transit oriented 
development. 

For this study, Burlington Street, Swift Avenue, and Armour Road were evaluated from a 
development capacity perspective.  Properties with a building value of zero in the tax assessor 
data were treated as vacant.  While there is significant open space in North Kansas City, 
particularly along Burlington, much of this property includes railroad tracks.  These parcels were 
viewed as occupied and not developable for commercial or residential purposes, despite that 
some portions of these properties may be underutilized.   

To better understand the economic development potential, the Team analyzed tax assessor and 
real estate data for areas within 1/4 mile of the proposed streetcar alignments. Due to the 
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proximity of the Burlington and Swift alternatives, this buffer overlaps both of these routes, 
obscuring the differences between them.  Therefore, the data is presented for a 1/8 mile buffer, 
which better presents the differences between these route options.  The same analysis area 
was used for Amour for consistency.    

Two components of development were estimated.  First, vacant and underutilized (e.g., surface 
parking lot) space located in proximity to Burlington, Swift and Armour was identified. 
Assumptions related to developable land, building height, and share of parcel dedicated to a 
physical structure were made to estimate the capacity for new development.  Second, 
redevelopment potential was also estimated based on existing building size and vacancy rates.  
The combination of these two development components represents the development capacity 
for each alignment; in other words, it is the upper limit of development likely to occur.  To ensure 
that assumptions and estimates were reasonable, a focus group of real estate and economic 
development experts was held, and large employers near the alignments were interviewed.  
Their input helped inform the analysis. 

As shown in Table 7-1 below, Armour and Burlington offer more capacity for development if 
industrial properties included in the analysis are rezoned to allow commercial or residential 
development.  Specifically, 1.7 million square feet of property is available for redevelopment 
along Armour Road, between Burlington Street and Iron Street, with an additional 4.8 million 
square feet between Iron Street and Walker Road.   Approximately 1.3 million square-feet of 
property is available for redevelopment along Burlington Street, between 10th Avenue and 
Armour Road, with an additional 1.4 million square feet between Armour Road and 32nd 
Avenue. In contrast, Swift provides 1.1 million square feet between 10th Avenue and Armour 
Road, and .6 million square feet from Armour Road to and 32nd Avenue. 

Table 7-1: Development Capacity Proximate to Alignment (MSF) 

Alignment Residential Commercial Industrial TOTAL

From 10th to Armour ‐                      0.3                        1.0                  1.3             

From Armour to 32nd ‐                      0.6                        0.8                  1.4             

From 10th to Armour ‐                      0.3                        0.8                  1.1             

From Armour to 32nd 0.2                      0.5                        ‐                  0.6             

From Burlington to Iron 0.4                      0.5                        0.8                  1.7             

From Iron to Walker 0.5                      3.1                        1.2                  4.8             

Burlington

Swift

Armour

 

Source:  Tax Assessor Database and HDR analysis 

Development Capacity Evaluation Summary 

When evaluated based on development capacity, or the availability of vacant or underutilized 
space to support development, Armour ranks the highest, followed by Burlington.  Swift is 
relatively more developed and has less available space for new development, and received a 
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Low rating.  Much of Burlington’s vacant and underutilized properties are presently zoned 
industrial in the tax assessor data, and some of the parcels are relatively large making 
assemblage less of an issue.  In addition, most of the industrial property available along 
Burlington is located close to the proposed alignment. The Burlington corridor received a 
Medium rating. Armour has significant capacity for development, particularly between Iron and 
Walker, contributing to its High development potential ranking.   

7.1.2 Streetcar Development Readiness  

Streetcar readiness is an assessment of each corridor’s near-term potential to leverage the 
economic development opportunities of streetcar service.  There are a number of factors that 
play into determining whether a proposed alignment is streetcar ready.  They include: 

 Pedestrian friendliness 

 Setbacks 

 Roadway speeds 

 Existing property uses that are consistent with a streetcar 

 Systems in place to support long-term operation 

 
All three alignments have significant capacity for development as described above.  There 
remain, however, significant questions surrounding Burlington and Armour if North Kansas City 
is going to build on the Kansas City streetcar momentum in the relatively near term.  

For example, the Burlington corridor, as presently configured, is not pedestrian-friendly. In fact, 
it is traditionally viewed as a highway in the region.  In addition, its wide cross-section, 
significant building set-backs, and relatively fast roadway speeds make it less than ideal for 
streetcar service and related development in general.  From an operational perspective, it is 
unclear what entity would be responsible for building and maintaining the roadway if a streetcar 
was in place.  Currently, MoDOT is responsible for the roadway but reconfiguring to 
accommodate a streetcar could change this arrangement.  That uncertainty plays against 
Burlington’s readiness for development.   

Armour Road includes some sections that are pedestrian-friendly near Burlington Street, but 
much of the proposed alignment farther to the east is not.  Additionally, many of the larger 
employers are tucked back away from the street itself, further reducing the perception of easy 
and efficient access to key destinations by pedestrians. 

In contrast, the Swift corridor is more “streetcar ready.”  It has available capacity for 
development, and a streetcar could help “fill the gaps” between vacant and utilized properties 
along the alignment.  Also, office, retail and some residential uses are already in place, 
consistent with the mixed-use development generally desired along streetcar routes.  It is also 
more pedestrian friendly than Burlington Street.   
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Streetcar Development Readiness Evaluation Summary 

Burlington’s faster roadway speeds, deeper setbacks, and lack of pedestrian-supportive 
infrastructure contribute to the alignment’s Low ranking from a streetcar-development readiness 
perspective.  In contrast, portions of Swift and Armour are already pedestrian-friendly, and 
mixed use development, consistent with typical streetcar uses, is already in place.  These 
existing attributes make both alignments relatively better positioned for streetcar development 
than Burlington and are rated Medium.  

7.1.3 Long-Term Opportunity for Revitalization  

Long-term opportunity for revitalization is an assessment of each corridor’s full potential to 
leverage the economic development opportunities of streetcar service.  Based on current city 
planning efforts and input gathered throughout the study, the long-term opportunity for 
revitalization was the deciding factor in determining which alignment should be viewed more 
favorably.  In addition to having more developable space, the larger parcels available on 
Burlington Street and Armour Road make the corridor easier to develop since significant land 
assembly is not required. While the Swift corridor offers an advantage from a streetcar-
readiness perspective, Burlington and Armour both have more capacity available for 
development.  Additionally, Burlington is better positioned than either Swift or Armour for longer 
term, more transformative revitalization and development when changes are made to make the 
corridor more pedestrian friendly.  A continuing City emphasis on transforming the Burlington 
Corridor will further reinforce long-term opportunities along this route. 

Long-Term Opportunity for Revitalization Evaluation Summary 

The city is committed to redeveloping the Burlington corridor and has implemented plans that 
are supportive of their efforts. These include planning for more pedestrian-friendly facilities and 
a move away from Burlington’s regional reputation as a predominantly industrial thoroughfare 
offering few reasons for automobile drivers to stop.  Because of the relatively significant 
development capacity available on Burlington, combined with limited existing mixed use 
development and the city’s desire to transform the corridor, Burlington ranks High while Swift 
and Armour are rated Medium.  

7.1.4 Transit-Supportive Planning 

Transit supportive planning activities will facilitate an increase in transit ridership by enhancing 
the pedestrian environment, increasing residential, retail, and employment intensity, reducing 
building setbacks, and/or enhancing the ability of transit to offer high-quality service to adjacent 
land uses. Burlington Street has been the focal point of such an effort in North Kansas City over 
the last decade.  In particular, the Burlington Corridor Plan emphasizes a radical change in the 
nature of the corridor from a highway, providing commuter access to downtown Kansas City 
Missouri abutted by industrial and auto-oriented land uses, to a mixed-use, pedestrian oriented 
urban street.  Burlington was rated High due to the City plans to transform the street.  Plans for 
Swift Avenue reinforce its existing pedestrian-friendly atmosphere, and provide for some 
increase in residential density. Therefore, Swift was rated as Medium with respect to this 
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criterion. The portion of Armour Road with the greatest development opportunity around and 
east of I-29/35 is generally developing as isolated activity centers such as Harrah’s, the hospital 
complex and the Cerner office center.  This development pattern is not conducive to transit, and 
Armour received a Low rating. 

7.1.5 Transit-Supportive Zoning and Policies 

This criterion assesses existing zoning and policies. Zoning and local land use policies are 
considered transit-supportive if they provide the right mix of uses, densities and design to 
support frequent or higher-capacity transit service.  

Existing zoning and land use (shown in Figure 7-1 below) were assessed for each of the 
parcels adjacent to each alignment alternative. To support transit, zoning should include uses 
that encourage trips via walking or bicycling. Users that have access to daily activities along a 
single corridor have fewer transfers between transit routes and depend less on transportation by 
automobile. Ideally, a high-capacity transit corridor connects a wide range of uses within a short 
walk (less than a quarter mile).  Desirable uses include, but are not limited to:  

 High-density residential;  

 Employment;  

 Services;  

 Shopping; and, 

 Entertainment.   

 
In a transit-oriented community, auto-oriented single-use developments such as drive-through 
restaurants or banks, gas stations or car sale lots are typically discouraged close to transit 
stops/stations, because the walkable environment is interrupted. For this analysis, existing 
generalized land use categories were assigned a rating (low to high) based on their ability to 
support high-capacity transit service.  
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Figure 7-1: Existing Zoning in North Kansas City 

 

Burlington Street 

Existing land uses along Burlington are currently a mix of light industrial and auto-oriented 
commercial with some professional office. Current industrial uses, located primarily in the 
southern portion of the corridor, take up large footprints and tend to have a lower number of 
employees per square feet than the commercial uses to the north. The nearest residential 
population is located in the northern portion of the corridor, approximately one to two-blocks to 
the east. The City has adopted the Burlington Corridor Overlay District and Design Guidelines 
for the corridor.  This tool provides the City with the ability to transform the current auto-oriented 
nature of the corridor to a vibrant mixed-use and pedestrian-friendly district as redevelopment 
and development occurs. 

Swift Avenue 

Paralleling Burlington, Swift Avenue, south of downtown, is primarily industrial on the west side 
of the street with commercial businesses and offices on the east side of the street. The southern 
area of the corridor has a distinctive industrial character with buildings fronting the street.  In 
recent years, many of these industrial buildings have been converted to a wide variety of 
commercial business and office uses.  North of Armour Road, just north of downtown, the 
corridor enters the densest residential development in North Kansas City. This includes a 
number of garden apartments; dense residential neighborhoods on small lots;  CityView, with 
newer loft-style apartments; The Gardens of Northgate, a senior living community; and 
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Northgate Village, a master planned traditional neighborhood with a mix of residential housing 
types including row homes that front on Swift, patio homes and single-family homes.   

Armour Road/Hwy 210 

A significant portion of North Kansas City’s residential neighborhoods are north of Armour Road 
and are within close walking distance to downtown. The few residences directly on the Armour 
Road corridor include the Northland Lofts Apartments on Iron Street. Employment is well 
distributed along Armour Road, with a number of active retail commercial businesses, 
restaurants, and professional office and civic uses including City Hall and the North Kansas City 
Community Center. On the east end of the corridor there are three significant employment 
generators:  North Kansas City Hospital (approximately 3,000 employees), Cerner Corporation 
(approximately 4,800 employees) and Harrah’s Casino (approximately 1,000 employees). All of 
these uses generate significant local and regional traffic.    

Transit Supportive Zoning and Policies Evaluation Summary 

The Burlington corridor provides conflicting characteristics regarding this criterion.  The 
Burlington Overlay District presents strong encouragement for property owners to develop and 
redevelop in a transit-supportive manner, however, the existing zoning and land uses tend to 
reinforce a development pattern that is not transit-friendly.  These characteristics provided 
offsetting high and low ratings, resulting in a Medium.  The zoning for Armour Road includes a 
planned district to the far east, but is resulting in insular development that does not have good 
pedestrian access.  Otherwise, both Armour and Swift present a mixed development pattern 
that supports moderate transit service.  Each received a Medium rating. 

7.2 Improve Transportation, Connectivity and Mobility  

7.2.1 Connecting People, Places, and Key Destinations  

This measure evaluates how well the proposed alignments connect people, jobs, designations 
and activity centers.  The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) provides guidance in rating new 
transit projects that includes the following land use and demographic factors: 

 Population density  

 Total employment  

 Transit-dependent households  

 
Other measures considered under this section include: 

 Activity Centers/Neighborhoods 

 Ability to Enhance Existing/Planned Transit Service 

 
Population Density and Total Employment  
As noted above, population densities and employment within the transit corridor are critical 
factors in determining the success of transit investments, especially urban rail systems. FTA 
provides guidance on transit-supportive population density and total employment breakpoints 
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based on the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) A Toolbox for Alleviating Traffic 
Congestion. ITE suggests several minimum density levels for correspondingly intense transit 
investments: 

 A minimum level of local bus service (20 daily bus trips in each direction or one bus per 
hour) is often provided in residential areas averaging population densities of 3,000 to 4,000 
people per square mile. This level of bus service is suitable for non-residential 
concentrations of activities in the range of five to eight million square feet or 10,000 to 
16,000 employees (assumes 500 square feet per employee), occasionally lower.  

 An intermediate level of local bus service (40 daily bus trips in each direction or one bus 
every 1/2 hour) is often provided in residential areas averaging seven dwelling units per acre 
(5,000 to 6,000 people per square mile) and for nonresidential concentrations of activities 
from eight to 20 million square feet (16,000 to 40,000 employees). 

 A frequent level of local transit service (frequent bus or light rail; 120 daily trips in each 
direction or a frequency of ten minutes) is often provided in residential areas averaging nine 
to 15 dwellings per acre (8,000 to 10,000 people per square mile) and for non-residential 
concentrations of activities from 20 to 50 million square feet (40,000 to 100,000 employees). 

 Commuter rail service with its high speed, relatively infrequent service and greater station 
spacing is suitable for lower density residential areas, however, the volumes required are 
only likely in corridors leading to non-residential concentrations of 100 million square feet 

(200,000 employees) or more, found only in the nation’s largest cities. 

 
It should be noted that this initial analysis evaluates population densities and total employment 
at a corridor level, in this case, a quarter-mile from the potential line. FTA New and Small Starts 
guidance evaluates population density and 
total employment within a half-mile of stop 
locations. This analysis for NorthRail will be 
refined based on potential stop locations 
on selected corridors during the detailed 
analysis.     

Population densities were assessed for 
each corridor based on 2010 data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau. For the purposes of 
this analysis, population densities are 
provided per square mile. For the initial 
analysis, the corridors were ranked relative 
to one another based on natural breaks. 
Table 7-2 provides a summary of 
population density per corridor. Figure 7-2 
shows population densities by block group.    

 
 

Table 7-2: Population Density by Square Mile 

Corridor 
Population 

Density Rating 

Burlington Street 

  10th to Armour  165 
Low 

  Armour to 32nd Street  1,917 

Swift Avenue  

  10th to Armour 492 
Medium

  Armour to 32nd Street 2,995 

Armour/210   

  Burlington or Swift to Iron 2,418 
High 

  Iron to Walker Rd 2,131 

Source: U.S. Census 
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Figure 7-2: Population Density 

 

Source: U.S. Census, block group data smoothed 
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Employment densities and total overall employment numbers were assessed for each corridor 
based on 2011 employment data from the Mid-America Regional Council (MARC). For the initial 
analysis, the corridors were ranked relative to one another based on natural breaks. Table 7-3 
provides a summary of total employment per corridor. Figure 7-3 shows employment densities 
by tract.  

Table 7-3:  Summary of Total Employment per Alternative 

Corridor 
Total 

Employment 
Rating 

Burlington Street  

10th to Armour  3,934 
Medium 

Armour to 32nd Street  2,041 

Swift Avenue 

10th to Armour 4,651 
Medium 

Armour to 32nd Street 3,170 

Armour/210  

Burlington or Swift to I-29/I-35 3,551 
Medium 

Iron to Walker Road (Quarter Mile) 5,208 

Iron to Walker Road (Includes all Cerner, North Kansas City 
Hospital and Harrah’s Casino employees) 

10,738 High 

Source: Mid-America Regional Council 
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Figure 7-3:  Employment Densities by Tract 

 

Source: Mid-America Regional Council, tracts smoothed 
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Transit-Dependent Population  
For some, the choice of not owning a vehicle is a preference or lifestyle choice. For others, 
vehicle ownership may be too expensive, inconvenient or not possible due to age or physical 
constraints.  For this reason, transit-dependent population, as measured by the percentage of 
zero-car households, and also transit trips to work, is an important factor for evaluating potential 
future transit investments. Due to the importance of this criterion in evaluating potential 
ridership, FTA gives a weight of two trips for one every trip made by a transit-dependent person. 
Transit-dependent population was assessed for each corridor based on the percentage of zero-
car households, according to 2010 data from the U.S. Census Bureau. Table 7-4 provides a 
summary of the percentage of zero-car households per corridor and Table 7-5 provides the 
percentage of transit trips to work.   

Table 7-4: Percentage of Zero-Car 
Households per Corridor 

 
Table 7-5: Transit Trips to Work 

Corridor 

Percentage of 
Transit 

Dependent 
Population Rating 

 

Corridor 

Percentage 
of Transit 
Trips to 

Work Rating 

Burlington Street  Burlington Street  

  10th to Armour  14.6% 
Medium 

   10th to Armour  0% 
Medium 

  Armour to 32nd Street  11.9%    Armour to 32nd Street  8% 

Swift Avenue  Swift Avenue  

  10th to Armour 14.9% 
Medium 

   10th to Armour 0.5% 
Medium 

  Armour to 32nd Street 12.3%    Armour to 32nd Street 7% 

Armour/210    Armour/210    

  Burlington or Swift to Iron 10.8% 
Medium 

   Burlington or Swift to Iron 2% 
Low 

  Iron to Walker Rd 6.1%    Iron to Walker Rd 3% 

Source: US Census, 2011 American Community Survey 

 
Activity Centers/Neighborhoods  
At its heart, transit serves as an extension of pedestrian travel, and this is especially the case 
with streetcar service.  Additionally, an assessment of walkability is important in the FTA’s 
evaluation of a corridor’s transit readiness.  FTA policy guidance typically also analyzes the 
demographics, land use, and activity centers within walking distance to the transit line.  
Therefore, it is critical to assess pedestrian access, comfort, and safety to determine which 
areas can truly be served.     

Activity centers generating consistent all-day trips are a necessary component of a successful 
urban rail system. For the purposes of this analysis, activity centers were identified within a 
quarter-mile of each corridor. In general, major activity centers attract higher ridership; however, 
neighborhood activity centers are important because they have the ability to attract more 
frequent local trips. Some corridors under evaluation have a higher number of activity centers 
simply due to their length. Therefore, part of the assessment also considered the number of 
activity centers per route-mile. Table 7-6 below provides a summary of the activity centers 
adjacent to each corridor and activity centers within a quarter-mile of each corridor.    
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Table 7-6:  Existing Activity Centers/Neighborhoods 

Corridor 
Activity Centers  

adjacent to the Line 
Activity Centers within 

1/4 Mile 
Rating 

Burlington Street    

10th to Armour  Downtown Western Terminus Downtown Core 

Low 
Armour to 32nd Street  Children’s Fountain Park 

CityView, The Gardens, 
Western Portion of Northgate 

Village, Dog Park 

Swift Avenue  

10th to Armour Downtown Core 
City Hall, Dagg Park, 

North Kansas City Public 
Library 

Medium 

Armour to 32nd Street 
CityView, The Gardens, 

Northgate Village, Dog Park 

North Kansas City High 
School, 

Macken Park 

Armour/210   

Burlington or Swift to Iron 
Downtown Core, City Hall, 

Community Center 

The Avenues, North Kansas 
City Public Library, North 

Kansas  High School 
High 

Iron to Walker Rd 
Downtown Eastern Terminus, 
The Avenues Residential Area 

 River Forest, North Kansas 
City Hospital, Cerner, Harrah’s 

Casino 

 
 

Figure 7-4: Activity Centers 
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Connecting People, Places, and Key Destinations Evaluation Summary 

This measure considered a broad range of factors, most of which were considered Medium for 
all of the route options.  Because of the proximity of the residences to Swift, this route was given 
a High rating while the others were rated as Medium.  

7.2.2 Walkability/Local Circulation  

The potential streetcar extension corridors were evaluated based on established walkability 
criteria.  The Kansas City Walkability Plan (LSA Associates, Inc, adopted March 2003) set forth 
five pedestrian levels of service (LOS) criteria that apply at the citywide, community, 
neighborhood, and project level.  The following are the five criteria with a brief description: 

 Directness: Considers the distance from origin to destination, with the highest scores 
representing the shortest and most direct route.  Priority is given to a complete urban grid. 

 Continuity: Measures the completeness of a sidewalk network, with preference to corridors 
with accessible sidewalks on both sides of the street that have a consistent width and are in 
good condition. 

 Street Crossings: Considers the number of lanes required to cross by a pedestrian, with 
highest scores representing the least number of lanes to cross and/or inclusion of 
pedestrian refuge medians.  This criterion also considers accommodations required for safe 
roadway crossings, such as pedestrian countdown signals, crossing signage, ADA-
compliant ramps, lighting, clear sight lines, and pavement crosswalk markings. 

 Visual Interest and Amenities: Aesthetic considerations of a corridor; scale, attractiveness, 
design quality, aesthetic lighting, pedestrian-friendly land uses, and maintenance. Highest 
scores are represented by well-maintained corridors with robust streetscape enhancements, 
active street-level building frontage, and opportunities for protection from the elements. 

 Security: Presence of characteristics that convey a sense of safety and security for the 
pedestrian.  Priority is given to corridors with pedestrian lighting, clear visual line of sight, 
and sidewalk separation from vehicular traffic by on-street parking or a landscape buffer. 

Table 7-7: Walkability Assessment Summary 

Directness Continuity 
Street 

Crossings 

Visual 
Interest & 
Amenities 

Safety and 
Security Rating 

Burlington Street 

10th to Armour  Low Low Low Low Low 
Low 

Armour to 32nd  Low Low Low Medium Low 

Swift Avenue 

10th to Armour Medium Medium High Medium Medium 
High 

Armour to 32nd  High High High High High 

Armour/210   

Burlington to Iron High High High High High 
Medium 

Iron to Walker  Low Low Low Low Medium 
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Figure 7-5: Walkability Rating 

 

Burlington Street 

 Directness: Uses are one to three blocks deep on the west side of the corridor due to active 
rail lines.  Rating: Low 

 Continuity:  Sidewalks are not continuous along the corridor. Both sides of the street have 
significant gaps in the network.  Rating: Low 

 Street Crossings: Major street crossings are designated by appropriate crosswalk markings; 
however, pedestrians have to cross six lanes of traffic.  There are small pedestrian refuges 
at 10th Street and Armour Road intersections.  Rating: Low 

 Visual Interest and Amenities: Today, the corridor is dominated by large industrial uses to 
the south and auto-oriented uses to the north.  Large buildings front the street with little 
room between the sidewalk and the road.  Auto-oriented uses typically have large surface 
parking lots and multiple curb cuts.  It should be noted that the Burlington Corridor Overlay 
District was adopted to encourage an appropriate mix of uses and site design that is 
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intended to make the corridor more pedestrian- and transit-friendly. Rating: Low (10th – 
Armour); Medium (Armour – 32nd) 

 Security: The corridor is generally well-lit; however, the sidewalk, with a few exceptions, 
abuts the street with high traffic volumes and posted vehicular speeds of 40 mph.   Rating: 
Low 

Swift Avenue 

 Directness: The pedestrian network is constrained in the southern segment on the west side 
of the street due to large multi-block industrial buildings. North of Armour, there is an 
extensive sidewalk network. Rating: Medium (10th – Armour); High (Armour – 32nd) 

 Continuity: Sidewalks are generally continuous on both sides of the street with the exception 
of a few segments south of Armour. These areas consist of truck docks. Rating: Medium 
(10th – Armour); High (Armour – 32nd) 

 Street Crossings: Major street crossings are designated by appropriate crosswalk markings. 
Rating: High 

 Visual Interest and Amenities: The corridor has industrial uses in the south segment with 
commercial uses on east side of the street. Swift transects the Downtown Core at Armour 
and the densest residential neighborhoods in the City on the north-end.  Rating: Medium 
(10th – Armour); High (Armour – 32nd)  

 Security: The corridor is well-lit. Pedestrians have a high comfort level crossing the street 
due to the low traffic volume and posted speeds of 25 mph.  Rating: Medium (10th – 
Armour); High (Armour – 32nd) 

Armour/210 

 Directness: The corridor has a significant parallel pedestrian network, especially to the north 
connecting the City’s neighborhoods to Downtown.    Rating: High (Burlington - Iron); Low 
(Iron - Walker) 

 Continuity: Sidewalks are continuous on both sides of the street through Downtown. To the 
east of Iron Street there is a sidewalk on the north side of the street that ends just east of 
the I-29/I-35 interchange bridge.  Rating: High (Burlington - Iron); Low (Iron - Walker) 

 Street Crossings: All street crossings through Downtown have appropriate crosswalk 
markings with pedestrian traffic signals. Rating: High (Burlington - Iron); Low (Iron - Walker) 

 Visual Interest and Amenities: Armour is the City’s main street and has the highest 
concentration of pedestrian-scale commercial-retail, professional office, and sit-down 
restaurants in the City. Buildings are generally at least two-stories fronting the street with 
active uses on the first floor.  The corridor also has a high level of streetscape amenities 
including street trees, benches, litter receptacles, etc.   Rating: High (Burlington - Iron); Low 
(Iron - Walker) 

 Security: The corridor has ample street and pedestrian lighting. Although the street has high 
traffic volumes, pedestrians have a high comfort level crossing the street due to the posted 
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speeds of 25 mph. However, east of the I-29/I-35 interchange, posted speeds increase to 45 
mph.    Rating: High (Burlington - Iron); Medium (Iron - Walker) 

 

Walkability/Local Circulation Evaluation Summary 

A summary of the walkability/local circulation evaluation is provided in Table X below.  Overall, 
the Swift alternative rated “High,”Armour/210 rated “Medium,” and Burlington rated “Low.”  It 
should be acknowledged that Armour/210 through downtown (Burlington to Iron) rated “High,” 
while the segment from Iron to just east of the interchange rated “Medium,” and the final 
segment to Walker Road rated “Low.”    

   

7.2.3 Building a Regional System 

As part of the evaluation process, the project team assessed each corridor’s ability to support 
long-term rail transit expansion opportunities. As identified in Section 7.4.1 below, the Armour 
route is virtually cut off at the I-29/35 overpass due to the low clearance under the bridge.  The 
overpass would need to be raised, the roadway lowered, or two traffic lanes converted to 
exclusive transit use (to protect the overhead streetcar power source that would be attached to 
the bottom of the bridge). None of these options are considered practical, which would prevent 
extension of the streetcar beyond the overpass.   

For the Burlington and Swift corridors, opportunities north of 32nd Avenue include an extension 
north along the North Oak Corridor with potential connections to employment and activity 
centers at Vivion Road in KCMO; the emerging Gladstone Village Center and Heights at Linden 
Square development, a major mixed-use center; and the employment/retail node and potential 
park-and-ride at Highway 152.  An extension along the Missouri Highway 9 corridor is also 
possible from either corridor, serving residential, retail and employment nodes including Briarcliff 
Village in KCMO; the emerging Horizons development, a major planned employment and 
mixed-use center in Riverside; and potentially to Park University and Downtown Parkville. 
These corridors could also support the opportunity for longer-term regional connections as far 
north as the Kansas City International Airport (KCI) as identified in the 2008 North/South 
Corridor Alternatives Analysis.  

While both corridors offer similar opportunities to extend north, Burlington offers a more direct 
route since Swift diverts a block to the east.  In addition, Burlington has a travel-time advantage 
since the speed limit is higher and the signal progression is set to advance through traffic. 
Finally, one of the Burlington options would operate in a semi-exclusive lane providing higher 
reliability. 
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The Regional System evaluation also considered possible expansion of bus operations: 

Table 7-8: Ability to Enhance Existing and Planned Transit Service 

Corridor 
Transit 
Routes 

Ability to Enhance Existing & Planned 
Transit Service 

Rating 

Burlington 
Street 

142, 38 

The 2013 North Oak Corridor Study has been identified 
Burlington as a high-capacity transit facility and recommends the 
corridor for BRT or streetcar in the future. The corridor is 
designated as a major regional transit corridor in Smart Moves. 

High 

Swift Avenue 133, 38 

Swift is not a major transit corridor. It does provide a direct 
connection to downtown North Kansas City and adjacent 
residential areas.  The corridor is not identified as a primary 
corridor in Smart Moves. 

Medium 

Armour/210 132, 133, 135 

Armour is not a major transit corridor. It does provide a direct 
connection to downtown North Kansas City and adjacent 
residential areas. The corridor does provide a connection to the 
major employment centers at Cerner, the North Kansas City 
Hospital, and Harrah’s. The corridor is not identified as a primary 
corridor in Smart Moves. 

Low 

 

Building a Regional System Evaluation Summary 

The elimination of Armour option due to the I-29/35 overpass results in two options that could be 
extended: Burlington and Swift.  Burlington has a significant advantage over Swift with respect 
to travel time and reliability and offers greater opportunity to expand local bus service as an 
interim step prior to streetcar operation.  Therefore, Burlington is rated High, Swift is rated 
Medium and Armour, Low. 

 

7.2.4 Ridership Potential 

The ridership potential is largely driven by the population and employment distribution and 
walkability that were discussed in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 above.  Burlington has relatively low-
density employment and limited access from residential development.  The Swift corridor has 
higher population and employment density than Burlington.  Although Armour has the highest 
employment density, the major employers are not within a convenient walking distance of the 
potential streetcar route.  In addition, those employers are located east of the I-29/35 overpass, 
and cannot be served by the Armour route. 

Ridership Potential Evaluation Summary 

The Swift option offers the best access to both population and job concentrations, followed by 
the Burlington corridor.  The high concentration of jobs on Armour Road is not serviceable by 
the streetcar route. Burlington Street was rated Medium, Swift was High, and Armour was Low, 
with respect to potential ridership. 
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7.3 Optimize Route Feasibility  

The two operating options (running in a mixed traffic (shared) lane versus a dedicated lane) 
along the Burlington corridor have had similar impact with respect to the evaluation criteria 
discussed in the prior sections, and have therefore not been discussed as individual options.  
Those operating distinctions are significant, however, with respect to each of the criteria in this 
group, so they will be discussed as separate options in this section. 

7.3.1 Major Feasibility Challenges 

This analysis evaluates the options from a conceptual cost/engineering perspective. There were 
two levels of analysis performed for this study: a preliminary analysis to compare the costs for 
each corridor and a second to determine potential fatal flaws.  Either a high cost or a fatal flaw 
would eliminate an option from consideration.  This rating identifies key issues associated with 
each route, rather than providing a rating.  Each alignment was evaluated based on seven 
categories: grades, street geometry/lane configuration, railroad crossings, bridges/structures, 
vertical clearances, utility impacts, and lane widths.   

For the most part, the streetcar is assumed to operate in mixed-traffic, however, a semi-
exclusive lane option in the median was also considered for Burlington Street.  Based on the 
findings in this analysis, an order-of-magnitude capital cost was calculated for each alternative. 
A baseline cost of $27 million per track mile in 2013 dollars was applied to each alternative. This 
baseline cost includes vehicle costs and costs associated with maintenance facility expansion. 
Additional costs were added to the baseline cost based on the findings of the conceptual 
engineering analysis of each alternative. From this cost, escalation of 3 percent per year was 
applied to the assumed midpoint of construction.  For the purposes of this study, costs were 
annualized to mid-2020.   

A summary of the order-of-magnitude capital costs for each alternative is found in Table 7-9.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Table 7-9: Order-of-Magnitude Capital Cost Estimate  
Corridor Route Miles Cost Per Route Mile Total Cost In $2020

 1 Burlington St (Mixed Traffic) 1.82  $                    59,988,050  $            132,187,822 

 10th to Armour  1.00  $                    59,906,204  $              72,879,123 

 Armour to 32nd  0.81  $                    60,088,930  $              59,308,699 

 1A Burlington St (Dedicated Lanes)  1.82  $                    61,671,050  $            135,896,429 

  10th to Armour 1.00  $                    61,671,050  $              75,026,153 

  Armour to 32nd 0.81  $                    61,671,050  $              60,870,275 

 2 Swift Ave  1.91  $                    59,960,523  $            139,008,787 

   10th to Armour 1.21  $                    59,960,523  $              87,930,627 

Armour to 32nd 0.70  $                    59,960,523  $              51,078,159 

 5A Armour Rd  2.80  $                    59,568,344  $            225,176,313 

  10th to Armour 1.00  $                    59,906,204  $              72,879,123 

   Burlington to Iron 0.49  $                    58,879,631  $              35,139,364 

Iron to Walker 1.31  $                    73,971,896  $            117,157,827 
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The findings of the initial conceptual engineering analysis, along with the associated allowances 
applied to the capital cost estimate, are detailed in the subsequent sections of this document. 
As indicated in the table above, the cost estimate for Armour significantly exceeds that of the 
other route options.  

Burlington Street 

Grades 

Longitudinal grades along Burlington Street between the southern limit at 10th Avenue and the 
northern limit at 32nd Avenue are shallow and are well below 7 percent for the length of the 
corridor. There are no fatal flaws based on grade for this alternative, and no additional capital 
cost allowances are assumed at this time for grades. 
 
Street Geometry / Lane Configuration 

Burlington Street: Mixed Traffic  

Burlington Street currently consists of three northbound and three southbound lanes, with a 
center median with left turn lanes at intersections.  

 Between 10th Avenue and 12th Avenue, no parking or bus lanes exist, and sidewalk is 
mostly nonexistent. The right-of-way width is 110 feet and the existing curb to curb width 
is approximately 90 feet. Siting streetcar stops on this segment would be very 
challenging and could include increased costs, should one be located in this area.  

 From 12th Avenue to 32nd Avenue, the right-of-way widens out to 130 feet with 10 feet of 
parking / bus lanes on each side of the road, making the curb-to-curb width 110 feet. 
Sidewalks are more present in this segment, but there are blocks where they do not 
exist. Depending on stop locations, sidewalks may need to be constructed to provide 
continuous access to the stops. An allowance of approximately $60,000 is included in 
the capital cost for this purpose.   

 North of 32nd Avenue, it is assumed that a ”Y”-turnaround would be constructed away 
from live traffic to allow a northbound vehicle to pull in, the driver to switch ends, and the 
vehicle to proceed southbound.  A transit-only signal phase would be required for this 
movement to take place. An allowance of $20,000 is included in the capital cost for this 
purpose. Additionally, if this movement is to take place on the north leg of the 
intersection, the roadway will likely need to be widened to the west to obtain sufficient 
room within the median to store a vehicle away from live traffic.  An allowance of 
approximately $85,000 is included in the capital cost for this purpose. 

Burlington Street: Dedicated Lanes 

For this alternative, it is assumed that the streetcar will run in the center median area of 
Burlington Street in dedicated streetcar-only lanes.   

 To prevent mixed traffic from entering the streetcar lanes, it is assumed that the 
streetcar lanes would be curb-separated from the adjacent travel lanes, and that the 
streetcar lanes would be raised to the back-of-curb elevation to obtain a grade 
separation.  
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 It is assumed this configuration would consist of two 12-foot streetcar-only lanes 
adjacent to a 14-foot median to allow sufficient width for stop platforms. Including curb 
and gutter, a total width of 43 feet of pavement will be removed in the center of the 
roadway for the length of the corridor, and the grade-separated transit-only median 
would be constructed.  A cost allowance of approximately $2,000,000 is added to the 
capital cost estimate for this work.  

 Between 10th Avenue and 12th Avenue, the existing curb-to-curb width would only allow 
for two auto lanes in each direction, with no parking lanes or dedicated left-turn lanes at 
intersections.  

 North of 12th Avenue, three auto lanes in each direction could be achievable if parking 
were to be removed on both sides. Alternatively, parking could be retained on both sides 
if the number of auto lanes in each direction were to be reduced from three to two, which 
may not be feasible due to traffic volumes.  

 To avoid conflicts between left-turning vehicles and center-running streetcars, it is 
assumed a transit-only phase would be added to each signalized intersection along the 
corridor at an estimated cost of $20,000 each.  

Railroad Crossings 
There are no at-grade railroad crossings on Burlington Street between the southern limit at 10th 
Avenue and the northern limit at 32nd Avenue. No additional capital cost allowances are 
assumed at this time for railroad crossings. 

Bridges / Structures 
There are no bridges or structures on Burlington Street between the southern limit at 10th 
Avenue and the northern limit at 32nd Avenue. No additional capital cost allowances are 
assumed at this time for bridges and structures. 

Vertical Clearances 
There are no overpasses on Burlington Street between the southern limit at 10th Avenue and the 
northern limit at 32nd Avenue. No additional capital cost allowances are assumed at this time for 
vertical clearances. 

Utility Impacts 
Existing utility information is incomplete at this time. At the very least, a water main (unknown 
size) exists for approximately 8,500 feet, sanitary sewer exists for approximately 5,800 feet, and 
fiber for approximately 4,700 feet. For these utilities, as well as the unknown utilities in the 
corridor (assumed cost $1,000,000 per track mile), an allowance of approximately $9.4 million is 
included in the capital cost estimate. 

Lane Width  
Existing lane widths are 11 to 12 feet on Burlington Street, providing sufficient width for a 
streetcar vehicle. It is not anticipated that lanes will need to be reconfigured to accommodate a 
streetcar vehicle, and no additional capital cost allowance is assumed at this time for lane 
widths.  
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Swift Avenue 

Grades 
Longitudinal grades along Swift Avenue were unavailable at the time of this analysis. Given the 
relatively flat nature of North Kansas City, and the shallow grades of parallel Burlington Street, it 
is not anticipated that there will be any fatal flaws based on grade for this alternative, and no 
additional capital cost allowances are assumed at this time for grades. 

Street Geometry / Lane Configuration 
Swift Avenue currently consists of one northbound and one southbound lane for the length of 
the corridor from 10th Avenue to 32nd Avenue, with dedicated turn lanes occurring near 
intersections.  

 Between 10th Avenue and 23rd Avenue, the curb-to-curb width is approximately 68 feet, 
with a 15-foot angle parking lane on either side of the road (except between 10th Avenue 
and north of 11th Avenue where parking is parallel), and 19-foot travel lanes. Angle 
parking lanes pose a safety hazard when adjacent to a streetcar lane, as an 
approaching streetcar vehicle would not be easily visible to a motorist backing out of a 
parking spot (although back-in angle parking is considered feasible). An allowance of 
$40,000 is included in the capital cost estimate to address parking.  

 North of 23rd Avenue, the curb-to-curb width remains 68 feet, but the angle parking 
switches to parallel parking, and a 10-foot grass, tree-lined median exists in the center of 
the road. No changes to the street geometry appear to be necessary here.  

 Just south of 32nd Avenue, it is assumed that a ”Y”-turnaround will be constructed away 
from live traffic to allow a northbound vehicle to pull in, the driver to switch ends, and the 
vehicle to proceed southbound. A new signal with a transit-only phase would likely be 
required to hold traffic entering Swift Avenue from 32nd Avenue for this movement to take 
place. An allowance of $120,000 is included in the capital cost estimate for this purpose.  

 Overall, Swift Avenue is a much more pedestrian-friendly environment than Burlington 
Street, with sidewalk already in place for the vast majority of the route. No additional 
allowance to the capital cost estimate is included for sidewalks. It should also be noted 
that Swift Avenue is a designated bike route and serves as an important bicycle 
connection to the Heart of America Bridge; therefore, special attention to bicycle 
coordination and accommodation should be made should this be the selected route. If 
replacing the bike lanes on an adjacent street is necessary, additional capital costs could 
be attributed to this alternative.  

Railroad Crossings 
There are no at-grade railroad crossings on Swift Avenue between the southern limit at 10th 
Avenue and the northern limit at 32nd Avenue. No additional capital cost allowances are 
assumed at this time for railroad crossings. 

Bridges / Structures 
There are no bridges or structures on Swift Avenue between the southern limit at 10th Avenue 
and the northern limit at 32nd Avenue. No additional capital cost allowances are assumed at this 
time for railroad crossings. 
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Vertical Clearances 
There are no overpasses on Swift Avenue between the southern limit at 10th Avenue and the 
northern limit at 32nd Avenue. No additional capital cost allowances are necessary. There are 
many mature street trees along this route that might conflict with the OCS; for this reason an 
allowance of $50,000 was added to the capital cost estimate. 

Utility Impacts 
Existing utility information is incomplete at this time. At the very least, a water main (unknown 
size) exists for approximately 10,700 feet, sanitary sewer exists for approximately 4,800 feet, 
and fiber for approximately 9,200 feet. For these utilities, as well as the unknown utilities in the 
corridor (assumed cost $1,000,000 per track mile), an allowance of approximately $11.5 million 
is included in the capital cost estimate. 

Lane Width  

Existing lane widths are typically about 20 feet, providing sufficient width for a streetcar vehicle. 
It is not anticipated that lanes will need to be reconfigured to accommodate a streetcar vehicle, 
and no additional capital cost allowance is assumed at this time for lane width. 

Armour/210 

Grades 
This alternative is the same as Alternative 1 between 10th Avenue and Armour Road. 
Longitudinal grades along Armour Road were unavailable at the time of this analysis. However, 
no unusually steep grades (greater than 7 percent) appear to exist in photos of the corridor. It is 
not anticipated that there will be any fatal flaws based on grade for this alternative, and no 
additional capital cost allowances are assumed at this time for grades. 

Street Geometry / Lane Configuration 
 The street geometry between Burlington Street and Fayette Street is very similar to that 

of Swift Avenue in the downtown area, with a curb-to-curb width of 70 feet, and a 15-foot 
angle parking lane on either side of the road. An allowance of approximately $10,000 is 
included in the capital cost estimate to address parking.  

 From Fayette Street to Iron Street, the angle parking lane is eliminated, and an 
additional travel lane is added in each direction, along with a two-way left turn lane 
(TWLTL) in the center of the road.  

 The roadway widens to approximately 76 feet east of Iron Street, where there are three 
lanes in each direction along with a center TWLTL. In this case, the right-of-way is 100 
feet wide, leaving approximately 12 feet behind the curb on each side and precluding 
sidewalk from being routed behind the curb. It is assumed the streetcar would run in the 
inside through lanes (adjacent to the TWLTL) east of Fayette Street. Because the lane 
drops (WB) and lane additions (EB) occur on the outside lanes, no transit-only signal 
additions would be necessary, as the streetcar vehicle would not switch lanes. Stop 
platforms would need to be located in the TWLTL west of Ozark Street or the existing 
median east of Ozark Street. The existing configuration of the road here (three lanes in 
each direction with potentially high speeds) would make pedestrian access to center 
stops difficult, and the overall pedestrian environment uninviting.  
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 It is assumed that the streetcar would remain in the inside through lanes through the 
interchange with I-35/29 until it terminated east of Walker Road. It is assumed that a ”Y”-
turnaround would be constructed away from live traffic in the median to allow an 
eastbound vehicle to pull in, the driver to switch ends, and the vehicle to proceed 
westbound.  A transit-only signal would be required for this movement to take place. An 
allowance of $20,000 is included in the capital cost estimate for this purpose. 

Railroad Crossings 
There are no at-grade railroad crossings on Armour Road between Burlington Street and 
Walker Road. No additional capital cost allowances are assumed at this time for railroad 
crossings. 

Bridges / Structures 
There are no bridges or structures on Armour/210 between Burlington Street and Walker Road. 
No additional capital cost allowances are assumed at this time for bridges/structures. 

Vertical Clearances 
Interstate 35/29 passes over Armour/210 in the study area. The current structure is posted as 
having a clearance of 14-feet, 9-inches. Adequate clearance to the overhead contact wire under 
a mixed-traffic condition would not be feasible in this current condition. The National Electric 
Safety Code requires a minimum 16-foot clearance for an electrically powered transit vehicle to 
operate in mixed traffic. As the current street geometry / lane configuration is part of an 
interstate service interchange, it is unlikely that a center-running dedicated streetcar-only lane 
would be feasible either. Here, the structure would either have to be raised or the existing 
Armour/210 would have to be lowered to achieve adequate clearance. Raising the structure or 
lowering Armour/210 beneath the structure would change the profile of the roadway and would 
likely affect where the ramps tie in, which could result in a full reconstruction of this interchange. 
An allowance of $20.6 million is added to the capital cost estimate for this purpose. 
Alternatively, a fleet of off-wire vehicles could be purchased to eliminate the OCS in this area 
(rather than reconstructing the interchange), but none of the existing system vehicles would be 
able to operate on this alignment if they are not already equipped with off-wire technology, 
rendering this option likely unfeasible. The cost of purchasing a fleet of off-wire vehicles is 
difficult to estimate because the number of vehicles needed is dependent upon the full route the 
vehicles would operate on. 

Utility Impacts 
Existing utility information is incomplete at this time. At the very least, a water main (unknown 
size) exists for approximately 12,400-feet (including the Burlington segment), sanitary sewer 
exists for approximately 5,800-feet, and fiber for approximately 4,500-feet. For these utilities, as 
well as the unknown utilities in the corridor (assumed cost $1,000,000 per track mile), an 
allowance of approximately $13.2 million is included in the capital cost estimate. 

Lane Width 
Existing lane widths are a minimum of 11 feet for the length of the corridor, providing sufficient 
width for a streetcar vehicle. It is not anticipated that lanes will need to be reconfigured to 
accommodate a streetcar vehicle, and no additional capital cost allowance is assumed at this 
time for lane width. 
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Major Feasibility Challenges Evaluation Summary 
As indicated at the beginning of this section, key feasibility issues are noted rather than 
providing an overall rating.  The Burlington Dedicated Lane option would create the need to 
remove curbside parking.  It would also cause significant right-of-way acquisition between 10th 
Avenue and 12th Avenue due to the narrow right-of-way.  The Mixed-Traffic option on Burlington 
would require a reduction of the speed limit for all traffic lanes since the streetcar shares a lane 
with cars.  Streetcar operation on Swift would require relocation of the bike lane to another 
street.  The analysis of Armour revealed the most significant issue, that there is not sufficient 
clearance under the I-29/35 bridge for cars and streetcars to share a lane.  Converting two 
existing auto lanes to streetcar lanes, raising the bridge, or lowering the road are not practical 
options.  While the issues identified for the other routes create some challenges, the overpass 
issue effectively eliminated Armour from consideration. 

7.3.2 Avoidance of Traffic Impacts 

Traffic impacts generally consider capacity, speed, safety and reliability.  These impacts vary 
considerably by alternative. 

Burlington Street: Mixed Traffic 

The conversion of the outside travel lanes to mixed-use traffic would impact the through 
capacity of the roadway.  Most of the time there would be a Streetcar operating in each direction 
some place in this segment of Burlington.  The average travel speed with stops would be 13 
mph, significantly reducing the capacity and speed of that lane.  In addition, the speed limit for 
the entire roadway would need to be lowered from 40 mph to 35 mph, reducing the speed and 
capacity of the roadway.  The use of traffic lanes by both rail vehicles and cars has been safe 
and effective in many U.S. cities; however, there would be some potential for collisions between 
these vehicles, although infrequent.  The stop-and-go nature of the streetcar would have some 
impact of the reliability of the lane, and would likely cause some diversion of traffic to other 
lanes. 

Burlington Street: Dedicated Lanes  

The capacity lost by conversion of the median traffic lanes to semi-exclusive streetcar lanes 
would be largely offset by the conversion of the curb parking lanes to traffic lanes. Maintaining 
this capacity should generally support current speeds, as although some reduction may occur if 
there are significant streetcar passenger volumes needing sidewalk access.  The short walk 
from median stops would lessen this effect.  Detailed traffic simulations would be appropriate 
before advancing this option beyond the study. Some measures may be required to prevent 
auto/streetcar crashes caused by cross-street traffic at unsignalized intersections.  The streetcar 
operation in its own lanes should not have a noticeable impact on reliability of traffic flow. 

Swift Avenue 

The streetcar operation along Swift Avenue would also be in mixed traffic.  The lower traffic 
volumes and speed limit on Swift would significantly reduce the impact of the Streetcar on 
speeds and capacity.  The reduced traffic volumes and speeds would also reduce the likelihood 
of collisions between vehicles.  Service reliability is unlikely to be impacted. 
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Armour/210 

The streetcar operation along Armour Road would also be in mixed traffic.  The streetcar 
impacts on this street would be greater than for the Swift option, but less than the Burlington 
mixed traffic option.  Armour has more capacity than Swift and less traffic volume than 
Burlington.  The interchange at I-29/35 is likely to be the main area of concern, although using 
the median lanes should help mitigate this impact. 

Avoidance of Traffic Impacts Evaluation Summary 

The Mixed Traffic option on Burlington would have the greatest impact on traffic and is rated 
Low with respect to avoiding traffic impacts.  While there would be some impacts with dedicated 
streetcar lanes on Burlington, they would be significantly less that the mixed traffic option, 
resulting in a Medium rating.  Traffic impacts on Swift are likely to be small given the nature of 
the street and traffic levels.  Swift was rated High for avoiding impacts.  Armour falls in the 
middle of the range and received a Medium rating.   

7.3.3 Avoidance of Parking and Loading Impacts  

Burlington Street: Mixed Traffic 

The mixed-use lane would preserve the curb parking and loading zones. An occasional 
streetcar in the adjacent lane would be unlikely to have a noticeable impact, and might even 
make parking slightly easier by discouraging auto traffic in the adjacent lane.  

Burlington Street: Dedicated Lanes 

This option would remove curbside parking and loading zones.  Curbside parking would need to 
move off-street, as would loading zones.  The overall effects would be significant.  Effects on 
specific blocks would depend upon available off-street parking and the ability of businesses to 
accept deliveries from other building faces off Burlington. 

Swift Avenue 

This option would not directly remove parking or loading zones.  Many businesses have loading 
zones facing the street; however, large trucks or multiple trucks queuing would effectively 
extend the loading zone into the travel lanes.  Cars would be able to maneuver around these 
trucks; however, streetcars would not have that flexibility.  These loading zones would need to 
be modified or moved in order to facilitate streetcar operations. 

Armour/210 

There would be no conflicts between streetcar and parking or loading zones on Armour. 

 
Avoidance of Parking and Loading Evaluation Summary 
The Burlington Center-Median Dedicated Lane concept eliminates parking and loading zones, 
and receives a Low rating.  Its counterpart, the Mixed Traffic option, has no impact and receives 
a High rating.  The Swift Avenue option receives a Medium rating since it would require some 
truck loading relocation, although it wouldn’t directly displace loading zones or parking.  The 
Armour Road option has a High rating because it would not impact loading or parking. 
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7.3.4 Avoidance of Bicycle Impacts  

Burlington Street: Mixed Traffic 

Bicyclists in this area generally avoid Burlington Street because of the high traffic volumes and 
speeds. The cyclists that do use the facility generally travel in the curb lane because of the 
slower traffic speeds in that lane.  The turbulence created by the streetcar in the outside traffic 
lane could be somewhat disruptive to bicycle riders.  

Burlington Street: Dedicated Lanes 

The few bicyclists using the street may benefit marginally with the removal of curbside parking 
and the risk of parked cars opening doors into the adjacent lane. 

Swift Avenue 
Swift Avenue is currently marked with Sharrows, and is the primary north/south bike route 
connecting to the bike/pedestrian lane on the HOA bridge.  The presence of the streetcar tracks 
in the street may create a safety issue for bicyclists, requiring relocation of the bike route. 

Armour/210 
The streetcar would not have a significant impact on bicycle usage along Armour Road. 

 
Avoidance of Bicycle Impacts Evaluation Summary 
The Center-Median Dedicated Lane Burlington option would have no effect on bike travel and is 
rated High. The Mixed Traffic Burlington option would have some effect, due to the turbulence it 
would create with auto traffic, and is rated Medium.  The Swift Avenue option would experience 
the greatest effects since the existing bike route might need to be relocated to another street, so 
it is rated High. The Armour Road option would not have a major effect and is rated Medium. 
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7.4 Initial Screening Recommendation  

The results of the initial screening of alternatives are summarized in Table 7-10 below.  The four 
alternatives were rated High, Medium, or Low based upon their performance for each individual 
criterion.  The ratings are color coded to highlight the differences between the alternatives.  

 

 

 

The option of connecting to Armour was eliminated because of the 14’ 9’’ clearance under the I-
29/35 Bridge.  This low clearance would not allow the streetcar and auto/truck traffic to share 
the same lane, resulting in the need to eliminate a traffic lane in each direction, lower the 
roadway, or raise the bridge.  None of the options are feasible. 

*Due to major feasibility challenges, an Armour Road streetcar alignment is not being recommended at this time. 
**Costs exclude cost of crossing the Missouri River. 

Table 7-10: Evaluation Results 
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The remaining Burlington and Swift routes have extremely distinctive characteristics.  Burlington 
has high economic development potential because of the extent of existing vacant land adjacent 
to the street, and the large parcels, which can be easier to develop.  At the same time, the 
current auto emphasis of the corridor is not conducive to streetcar-induced economic 
development.  Implementation of streetcar operations on Burlington may require elimination of 
curbside parking and restriction of cross-street travel across Burlington at several locations in 
order to create median streetcar lanes. Reduction of the speed limit from 40 mph to 35 mph, 
may also be necessary if the streetcars share a lane with cars. 

Swift could be “streetcar ready” in the short term because of the pedestrian orientation along 
much of its length.  The existing sidewalk network, canopy of trees, and limited impact of the 
automobile create a pedestrian environment that is attractive for streetcar-induced development.  
Unlike Burlington, however, most of Swift is already fully developed or projects are already 
underway.  This significantly reduces the potential streetcar development impact for this route.  
There are also some traffic-related issues with this route.  A number of truck loading zones 
would need to be relocated and the bike route might need to be shifted to another street 
because of the streetcar tracks. 

The characteristics of the Burlington and Swift options were thoroughly discussed in a public 
meeting.  The meeting participants were equally divided, with Burlington supporters 
emphasizing its superior long-term development potential, and Swift supporters focused upon 
the lesser, but more immediate economic impact.  While they were equally split on which route 
to pursue, all preferred an initial project that extended to a streetcar stop serving the northern 
boundary of the city, rather than ending at Armour Road. 

The Partnership Team reviewed the equally divided public support for the Burlington and Swift 
routes. Burlington was selected as the recommended alternative because it would better 
address local needs of the community and offers more attractive long-term opportunities for 
service expansion into the Northland.  The key factors in the recommendation are summarized 
below. 

The Burlington Avenue option: 

 Is consistent with past regional rail plans for service to the Northland, 
 Provides more direct, higher speed service for future rail expansion,  
 Is consistent with existing North Kansas City development efforts identified in the 

Burlington Corridor Plan and supported by the Burlington Overlay District, 
 Offers more long-term development opportunities, and  
 Permits the development of a single track alternative, not feasible on Swift, which 

increases streetcar implementation options. 
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8. Detailed Analysis of Recommended Route 
8.1 Conceptual Route and Termini  

The two streetcar configurations considered for the recommended Burlington route are shown in 
Figures 8-1 and 8-2.  The dedicated lane option would convert the median traffic lane to 
exclusive streetcar usage and the curb parking lane to a traffic lane to maintain the current 
number of traffic lanes.  The mixed traffic option inserts streetcar operation with auto traffic in 
the outermost traffic lane adjacent to the parking.  A streetcar would be traveling with auto traffic 
on both sides of the street within North Kansas City for much of the day at an assumed 10-12 
minute streetcar frequency. 

The initial options brought the streetcar onto Burlington Street at the 10th Avenue intersection.  
The Burlington right-of-way is constricted for the southern two blocks of the corridor, from 10th 
Avenue to 12th Avenue.  The former BNSF right-of-way parallel to Burlington Street provides an 
opportunity to avoid this narrow section, entering Burlington Street at 12th Avenue.  This would 
occur for either streetcar configuration. 

Figure 8-1: Mixed-traffic Lane on Burlington
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Figure 8-2: Semi-Exclusive Streetcar Lane on Burlington 
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From 12th Avenue, both options would continue in the street to a stop in the vicinity of 29th 
Avenue that would serve the area to 32nd Avenue.  Some track would extend beyond 29th 
Avenue to provide operational flexibility and temporary vehicle storage. 

 

8.2 Traffic Analysis of Dedicated Lane Option 

Both of the potential streetcar options would have some level of effect on traffic operations.  The 
mixed-traffic option would have a noticeable effect on traffic conditions since it would require 
lowering the speed limit and would lower the capacity of the shared mixed-traffic lane.  Since 
the dedicated lane option maintains the current number of traffic lanes, the potential effect of the 
streetcar operation on traffic conditions is not immediately obvious.   Therefore the dedicated 
lane option was analyzed using a simulation model to forecast those effects and identify 
potential solutions.  

8.2.1 Existing Conditions 

The Burlington Street (State Route 9) Corridor is an important regional connector providing 
access to the Heart of America Bridge, one of the few North/South Missouri River crossings in 
the area, and connects North Kansas City to downtown Kansas City, MO.  It is a 6-lane divided 
arterial.  The corridor helps serve as an overflow route for I-29/I-35 to the east, and US 169 
(Broadway Boulevard) to the west.   

The Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT), from MoDOT’s 2012 traffic counts, is over 26,000 
vehicles per day.  Since part of Burlington Street’s function is as a commuter route, the flows 
are highly directional in the peak hour.  The AM peak has heavy southbound inflows into 
downtown Kansas City, and the PM peak has heavy northbound outflows out of downtown 
Kansas City.  Each of the peak directional approaches experiences volumes up to 2,700 
vehicles in the peak hour (SB vehicles in the AM, NB vehicles in the PM).  From the south end 
of the project (the Heart of America Bridge) to the north end of the project (the Route 9/N. Oak 
Trafficway split); there are 8 signalized intersections in a 2-mile segment (approximately a signal 
every ¼ mile).  Armour Road has higher volumes to the east, as it has access to I-29/I-35 and 
becomes MO-210.  Although the corridor is fairly industrial in nature, truck volumes are less 
than 5% of total flow in the peak hours.  The low side-street volumes (and consequent low 
green signal time needs) allow most of the green time in the signal cycle to be allocated to 
Burlington Street.  Although the traffic volumes and signal densities are high, there is heavy 
platooning of vehicles and overall good vehicle progression throughout the corridor.  The 
existing sidewalk system is sparse and unconnected, and signal timings at most intersections 
don’t currently allow time to cross Burlington Street.   

8.2.2 Technical Approach 

Turning-movement counts were performed at all of the signalized intersections in the corridor. In 
addition, counts were conducted at N. Oak Trafficway/32nd Street, as well as at the Route 9 
ramps to and from 3rd Street in the River Market on the south side of the Heart of America 
Bridge.  The peak hours were determined to be 7:15-8:15 in the AM, and 4:30-5:30 in the PM.  
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The Design Year of 2040 was used to coincide with MARC’s Travel Demand model and allow 
for several years of design and construction.  A growth rate of 0.6% was agreed upon by 
MoDOT and MARC staff, and this rate was applied to the existing peak-hour turning movement 
counts.  The micro-simulation tool VISSIM was used to analyze the traffic network.  The 
scenarios modeled for comparison were: Existing AM and PM, 2040 No-Build AM and PM, and 
2040 Build AM and PM.  The 2040 No-Build scenarios applied the 2040 traffic volumes to the 
existing geometric conditions.  These scenarios experience up to 3,100 vehicles in the peak 
direction of travel.  The 2040 Build scenarios used the same traffic volumes as the 2040 No-
Build, but included the Streetcar system, and accompanying provisions to the corridor access.   
 
The existing signalized locations are at Burlington Street’s intersections with 10th Avenue, 12th 
Avenue, 14th Avenue, 16th Avenue, Armour Road, 23rd Avenue, 26th Avenue, and N. Oak 
Trafficway.  The intent was to test a Build scenario that would have minimal impacts to traffic 
operations on Burlington Street.  Streetcar median stops were assumed at the 12th Avenue, 18th 
Avenue, 23rd Avenue, and 29th Avenue (Route 9/N. Oak Trafficway split) intersections.  In 
general, stops were sited at existing signalized intersections, but the Armour Road intersection 
geometrics were determined to not be suitable for a streetcar stop.  A new signal was assumed 
at 18th Street to facilitate a streetcar stop proximate to Armour Road.   
 
The simulation also reflected the streetcar shift to former railroad right-of-way between 10th 
Avenue and 12th Avenue. 

At the signalized intersections with the Streetcar stops, full access was assumed for this 
analysis.  Left turns were allowed to and from Burlington Street, and side streets were allowed 
to cross Burlington Street.  At the signalized intersections without Streetcar stops, the side 
streets were allowed to cross, but left turns from Burlington were not allowed – to reduce 
conflicts with the Streetcar.  At unsignalized intersections, left turns from Burlington Street were 
not allowed, and the side street movements were limited to right in/right out.  All of the 
movements that incurred the restrictions described above were rerouted in the model.  For 
example, the left turns from Burlington Street at 14th Avenue were rerouted to the 12th Avenue 
intersection.    

Very few pedestrians were observed while conducting the peak hour turning-movement counts.  
As mentioned previously, the existing corridor is not currently “pedestrian-friendly”.  For the 
Build scenario, it was assumed that the Streetcar system would attract additional development 
and spur more pedestrian activity.  Exactly how much is impossible to predict.  For the signal 
timing at the Streetcar stop intersections, side street green times were allocated enough green 
time in every signal cycle to accommodate pedestrian movements between the sidewalk and 
the median Streetcar stops.  Most of the new development, and consequent increased 
pedestrian activity, is anticipated to occur around the stops.    
 
For signalized intersections without a Streetcar stop, 10 pedestrians per hour were assumed to 
cross the street.  Assuming a 2-minute signal cycle, a little under half the signal cycles would 
need to have long enough green time for the side street to allow a pedestrian to completely 
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cross Burlington Street.  This additional green time would reduce green time on Burlington 
Street, affecting signal progression.   

8.2.3 Analysis Results 

For Existing conditions, although the Burlington Street volumes are high, the low side street 
volumes allow for a high percentage of green time and good progression through the corridor.  
Queues of several cars are common, but the high throughput and good progression keeps 
overall delays down.   
 
Results for the 2040 No-Build were similar to those for existing conditions.  The volumes were 
slightly higher, but signal progression was projected to remain intact, and the forecasted 
intersection levels of service (LOSs) were mostly B’s and C’s (based on the typical A-F LOS 
ranking).   
 
is the 2040 Build Scenario exhibited some reduction in level of service with the introduction of 
the streetcar; however, many of the intersection levels of service are expected to remain 
unchanged from the No Build scenario.  All of the through movements on Burlington are 
projected at Level of Service D or better.  
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Table 8-1: Level of Service Analysis 
 

 
 

 
 

2040 No Build 2040 Build (Streetcar) 
 

 

 

 

  

Avg. 
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(ft) 
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Queue 

(ft) 
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(sec/veh) 
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Avg. 
Queue 

(ft) 

Max 
Queue 

(ft) 

Delay 
(sec/veh) 
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A.M. 
Peak 
Hour 

 

12th Ave 

 

TOTAL     15 B     20 B 
  

WB 10 107 35 D 0 24 59 E 
  

SB 75 919 16 B 85 1029 20 B 
  

NB 11 170 10 B 19 223 15 B 
  

EB 12 132 30 C 17 155 36 D 
 

 
 

 

Armour 
Blvd 

 

TOTAL     20 C     46 D 
  

WB 180 929 62 E 617 1661 131 F 
  

SB 44 715 12 B 220 1255 35 D 
  

NB 18 196 12 B 8 215 7 A 
 

 
 

 

23rd Ave 

 

TOTAL     18 B     33 C 
  

WB 33 206 38 D 61 266 64 E 
  

SB 122 900 18 B 323 964 34 C 
  

NB 26 251 16 B 23 243 20 B 
  

EB 2 50 27 C 3 57 35 D 
 

 

 
 

P.M. 
Peak 
Hour 

 

12th Ave 

 

TOTAL     12 B     17 B 
  

WB 17 173 27 C 6 131 60 E 
  

SB 12 185 9 A 22 326 14 B 
  

NB 56 803 11 B 88 964 15 B 
  

EB 33 252 32 C 40 258 38 D 
 

 
 

 

Armour 
Blvd 

 

TOTAL     26 C     25 C 
  

WB 102 775 47 D 110 689 48 D 
  

SB 5 163 35 C 354 1025 47 D 
  

NB 405 1161 18 B 97 467 12 B 
 

 
 

 

23rd Ave 

 

TOTAL     25 C     32 C 
  

WB 44 193 58 E 48 219 64 E 
  

SB 28 371 14 B 39 553 25 C 
  

NB 203 1211 28 C 255 1319 33 C 
  

EB 4 62 22 C 6 84 30 C 
 
The analysis of the intersection at 10th Avenue indicated that three southbound lanes are 
needed to clear the intersection effectively on the HOA Bridge during the morning peak.  The 
preferred river crossing option converts one of the southbound lanes to bike and pedestrian use.  
Since the third southbound lane is only necessary for a short distance south of 10th Avenue to 
allow merging, the bike and pedestrian facility could run on the east side of Burlington Street (as 
it does today) from 10th Avenue south to the north abutment of the freight railroad bridge, then 
cross under the bridge and run on the west side of both the fright railroad and HOA bridges. 
This would provide the necessary capacity at 10th Avenue. 

The anticipated effects of the dedicated streetcar facility on auto travel times and speeds are 
summarized for the peak hour, peak direction in Table 8-2. As expected, traffic conditions would 
decline somewhat between the Existing and 2040 No Build scenarios, due to forecasted growth 
in traffic volumes.  The VISSIM simulations indicated that the morning peak travel would 
experience a more significant change than the afternoon.  In the morning peak direction, 
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average travel speeds are projected to decrease from 24 mph to 20 mph,resulting in an 
increased travel time of about one minute for morning commuters.  For the afternoon, the model 
shows no significant change in average speed, which is reflected by the marginal increase in 
average travel time (4 seconds).  A round-trip commuter would have a daily impact of about 1 
minute of travel time on average as a result of the Streetcar implementation in the median 
lanes.  As noted earlier, effects in the off-peak direction would be negligible. Documentation for 
all of the analysis is included in the supplemental document, NorthRail Streetcar – Dedicated 
Lane Traffic Analysis.   

Table 8-2: Travel Time (Min) and Average Speed (MPH) – Dedicated Streetcar Option 

  AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 

    Exist. 

2040  
No-

Build 
2040 
Build Exist.  

2040  
No-

Build 
2040 
Build 

NB Burlington (H.O.A. 
Bridge to N. Oak Trwy.) 
 

Travel Time 4.9 5.1 5.1 5.6 6.5 6.6 

Speed 31 30 30 27 24 24 

SB Burlington (N. Oak 
Trwy. to H.O.A. Bridge) 
 

Travel Time 5.9 6.5 7.5 5.2 5.4 5.7 

Speed 26 24 20 29 28 27 

 
While the median-running streetcar itself does not substantially impact traffic flow, increased 
pedestrian activity along the corridor may impact “through” traffic in the future with or without a 
streetcar.   
 
This VISSIM analysis indicates that the dedicated-lane streetcar option could be implemented 
without severely affecting “through” auto travel.  A number of additional design and operational 
approaches should be considered during any further analysis of this option.  The trade-offs 
between local traffic and “through” traffic impacts would require careful analysis.  Similar 
analyses should be developed for any other streetcar configurations, such as the mixed-traffic 
option, as streetcar design continues on Burlington Street in the future. 
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8.3 Ridership Forecast 

A high-level ridership forecast was prepared for the preferred corridor using the FTA’s STOPS 
(Simplified Trips-on-Project Software) model.  STOPS is a stand-alone ridership model 
specifically created by FTA for evaluating new transit networks.  The STOPS model is intended 
to provide project sponsors, and the FTA, with a reliable tool for developing ridership projections 
through use of standardized data sets and pre-validated ridership based on existing fixed-
guideway transit networks.   
 
The STOPS model used the following inputs to create ridership projections:   

 2000 Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) Journey-to-Work flows  

 2000, 2010, 2020, and 2040 Mid-America Regional Council (MARC) population and 
employment data by zone, and zone-to-zone highway time and distance  

 General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data for existing transit routes and stops 
from the KCATA. GTFS data is used to support mobile and on-line transit trip-planning 
applications. The project team edited the GTFS data to include the potential streetcar 
extensions and Prospect MAX. Preliminary stop/station locations were identified for 
modeling purposes.   

 Conceptual Operating Plan summarized in Section 8.4 below.  

o The ridership forecast reflects service extending from the KCMO Main Street 
starter streetcar line at 3rd Street and Grand Boulevard to the stop at Burlington 
Street and 29th Avenue. 

 Potential stop locations identified during the process.   

o 11th Avenue (BNSF Development Parcel) 

o 18th Avenue 

o 23rd Avenue 

o 29th Avenue 

Even though the earliest a northern streetcar extension would open is 2020, FTA requires 
project applicants to use current year socio-economic inputs. In this case, the year 2010 was 
used from MARC’s regional model.  
 
Ridership Conclusions  

 The ridership forecast for a route extending from 3rd Street and Grand Boulevard to 
Burlington Street and 18th Avenue is 1,100 average daily riders. If extended to 29th 
Avenue, the ridership forecast increases to 1,700 average daily riders.  This is a 
significant increase over existing bus service, which is approximately 140 daily riders for 
existing routes 38, 132, 133, 135 and 142. 

 The ridership forecast for NorthRail benefits from the relatively high ridership on the 
NextRail route which would provide a connection to a larger system.  
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 The STOPS model assumes riders will walk up to a mile to rail transit service; this would 
encompass most of North Kansas City.  

 The Burlington corridor has significant capacity for future development with higher 
densities and more transit-supportive uses.  However, today there are limited densities 
to support high-capacity transit service as reflected in the ridership estimates. The 
ongoing transformation of Burlington Street from auto-oriented low-density uses to a 
mixed-use walkable corridor will be critical to supporting future high-capacity transit-
service in the future.   

8.4 Burlington Street Operating Plan and Operating Cost 
Estimate 

The streetcar operating costs were determined primarily using the operating plan and local labor 
rates. The components of the conceptual operating plan include:  

 Frequency of service 
 Run times 
 Span of service 
 Preliminary schedule 

These elements were used to determine the vehicle requirement, which was incorporated into 
the capital cost estimate. 

The operating plan for the Burlington Street corridor reflects best practices for similar streetcar 
systems and input received during the Public Workshops and Partnership Meetings.  Thus, it is 
assumed that peak period headways would be about 12 minutes and off-peak headways will be 
no greater than 30 minutes. This is compared to 30- to 60-minute headways for bus service on 
the corridor today.  The span of service would be similar to the KCMO starter line (Main Street) 
streetcar operating plan with service from 5 AM to at least midnight, seven days per week.  It is 
assumed that the underlying local bus routes (38, 132, 133, 135 and 142) and the North Kansas 
City MetroFlex would remain with coordinated stops and service planning.  

The operating plan employs through-routing between the NorthRail line and the Main Street line.  
Through-routing streetcars between two lines would be both more efficient from a cost 
perspective, and more effective in generating higher ridership. With through-routing, transit 
vehicles operate from the end of one line to the end of a second line. If there is a relationship 
between the areas served by the two lines and demand patterns are consistent with the through 
route, the alignments will be more effective in generating ridership.  This system would allow 
someone to travel from North Kansas City to Union Station, or ultimately the Country Club Plaza 
or UMKC, without transferring vehicles at the 3rd Street and Grand Boulevard stop.   

Streetcar running times for the preferred alignment were estimated using a model that accounts 
for variables such as traffic delays and stop spacing. The running times do assume that transit 
signal priority (TSP) will be employed at key intersections and that there will be no onboard fare 
collection. At this time, NorthRail does not assume revenue from fares or other operating 
sources. Whether fares will be charged, and what the final preferred method of fare collection 
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will be, would be decided in future phases. In general, the streetcars are expected to have 
somewhat shorter running times than the buses operating in the corridor due to the difference in 
fare collection and the wider station/stop spacing. 

Transit operating costs include all costs involved with operating and maintaining vehicles, 
stations, and other infrastructure, including power distribution systems, management, and 
administration. Streetcar operating costs were calculated based on the operating plans 
described previously and an average cost of approximately $150 per revenue-hour in 2013 
dollars. This cost is similar to the operation cost assumption used for the KCMO Main Street 
starter line. Operating costs were escalated to 2020 dollars using a factor of 3 percent per year.   

Table 8-3: Burlington Street Corridor Operating Costs 

Item Cost 
Daytime Frequency 12 minutes 

Length 2.9 miles 
Cost per Hour $150 

Annual Hours of Operation 11,807 
Total Operating Cost (2013) $1,771,050 

Total Operating Cost (2020)  $2,114,726 

8.5 Refined Capital Cost Estimate for Recommended Corridor  

This section provides a refined estimate of the capital and operating costs for the preferred river 
crossing option, alignment and conceptual operating plan assumptions.   

8.5.1 Refined River Crossing Option Capital Costs 

As indicated earlier, the river crossing is assumed to be funded separately from the remainder 
of the project because of the regional nature of the crossing.  The river crossing segment 
extends from the Kansas City Streetcar at 3rd Street and the HOA bridge ramp to the north 
bridge abutment over the railroad tracks approximately 1,100 feet south of 10th Avenue.  The 
cost estimate for the preferred option shown in Figure 8-3 reflects additional analysis of this 
option and incorporation of construction bid information for the KCMO Main Street starter line.  
These costs are intended to establish an “order of magnitude” cost, not a detailed estimate. The 
scope includes all elements required for project development except for the vehicles and a 
traction power substation that would support operation over the bridge, but would be located off 
the structure.  These costs are included in Table 8-4 below.  

Figure 8-3: HOA Bridge – Recommended River Crossing Option 

Southbound Through Lanes Northbound Through Lanes

Streetcar 
(former bike/ 
ped lane) 

Bike/Ped 
(former 

southbound lane) 

Looking North
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Table 8-4: Recommended River Crossing Option Cost Summary – Modified HOA Bridge

Missouri River Crossing 

Current Year 2020  Inflation Rate 

2014 (YR)  (YR)  0 (YR) 
Item Description  Unit  Unit Cost  Quantity  Item Cost  A. Cont.  Item Cont.  Subtotal  YoE  Subtotal YoE 

GUIDEWAY & TRACK ELEMENTS (Track Miles)         $2,790,000   $558,000  $3,348,000    $3,997,687 
Streetcar Guideway-Single (Embedded) TM  $3,000,000 0.9 $2,790,000 20% $558,000 $3,348,000 2020 $3,997,687 

SUPPORT FACILITIES: YARDS, SHOPS, ADMIN. BLDGS         $697,500   $139,500 $837,000   $999,422 
Light Maintenance Facility         $697,500   $139,500 $837,000   $999,422 

Streetcar MSF Allowance TM  $750,000 0.9 $697,500 20% $139,500 $837,000 2020 $999,422 
SITEWORK & SPECIAL CONDITIONS         $6,316,975   $1,343,645 $7,660,620   $9,147,181 

Site Utilities, Utility Relocation        $465,000   $139,500 $604,500   $721,805 
On-Street Drainage Modification Allowance RM  $500,000 0.9 $465,000 30% $139,500 $604,500 2020 $721,805 

Automobile, bus, van accessways including roads, parking lots        $5,851,975   $1,204,145 $7,056,120   $8,425,376 
Bike/Ped Relocation to West Side of Bridge LF  $400 4910.4 $1,964,160 20% $392,832 $2,356,992 2020 $2,814,372 
Barrier LF  $80 3923.0 $313,840 20% $62,768 $376,608 2020 $449,690 
Fencing and Railing LF  $150 7846.0 $1,176,900 20% $235,380 $1,412,280 2020 $1,686,336 
Miscellaneous Strengthening and Repair SF  $58,845 35.0 $2,059,575 20% $411,915 $2,471,490 2020 $2,951,088 
Expansion Joint Modifications LF  $2,500 135.0 $337,500 30% $101,250 $438,750 2020 $523,890 

SYSTEMS         $1,953,000   $390,600 $2,343,600   $2,798,381 
Streetcar OCS Allowance TM  $2,100,000 0.9 $1,953,000 20% $390,600 $2,343,600 2020 $2,798,381 

Infrastructure Subtotal        $11,757,475   $2,431,745 $14,189,220   $16,942,671 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES         $4,256,766   $0 $4,256,766   $5,082,801 

Preliminary Engineering LS  3% $14,189,220 $425,677 0% $0 $425,677 2020 $508,280 
Final Design LS  8% $14,189,220 $1,135,138 0% $0 $1,135,138 2020 $1,355,414 
Project Management for Design and Construction LS  6% $14,189,220 $851,353 0% $0 $851,353 2020 $1,016,560 
Construction Administration & Management  LS  6% $14,189,220 $851,353 0% $0 $851,353 2020 $1,016,560 
Professional Liability and other Non-Construction Insurance  LS  1% $14,189,220 $141,892 0% $0 $141,892 2020 $169,427 
Legal; Permits; Review Fees by other agencies, cities, etc. LS  2% $14,189,220 $283,784 0% $0 $283,784 2020 $338,853 
Surveys, Testing, Investigation, Inspection LS  2% $14,189,220 $283,784 0% $0 $283,784 2020 $338,853 
Start up LS  2% $14,189,220 $283,784 0% $0 $283,784 2020 $338,853 

Professional and Administrative Services                $2,431,745  $18,445,986     $22,025,472 

UNALLOCATED CONTINGENCY  LS  10%              $1,844,599     $2,202,547 

  
                 

Current 
Year Total     YoE Total 

                    $20,290,585     $24,228,019 
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8.5.2 Refined Capital Costs – Burlington Street Portion 

The refined capital costs for the non-river-crossing portion of the route reflect more detailed 
assessment of utility impacts and associated roadway and infrastructure improvements resulting 
from the project.   

Methodology   

The capital cost estimates include items related to vehicles, engineering, and construction to 
establish a base cost. This base cost is structured around engineering experience with similar 
projects including the KCMO Main Street starter line Streetcar project. These costs are intended 
to establish an “order of magnitude” cost, not a detailed estimate. The estimate assumes that 
only improvements absolutely necessary to construct the streetcar will be built; betterments 
such as streetscape, enhanced street lighting, communication systems, elaborate stations, etc. 
are not included in the cost. The costs were estimated in both the current year (2014) as well as 
in the year of expenditure (YoE), and are based on historic cost data for similar streetcar 
projects. 

For the purpose of this study, the YoE is 2020, the year in which the midpoint of construction is 
anticipated to be. Corridor length is shown in both route-miles (total length of corridor) and track-
miles (total length of track in the corridor). Additionally, the level of design is still pre-conceptual; 
most of the items in the cost estimates are represented as allowances, which in effect act as a 
“place-holder” until further analysis and design identify quantifiable items needed to develop a 
more accurate cost estimate. 

Assumptions 

The assumptions included in each cost component quantified in the FTA’s Standard Cost 
Categories (SCC) 10-70 are detailed in Table 8-5.   
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Table 8-5: Capital Cost Components 

   Item Description  Item Assumptions 

SCC 10: Guideway and Track Elements 

Guideway: Semi-
Exclusive  

This is a per-track-mile allowance for a semi-exclusive alignment which is generally median-running. It 
includes all the costs associated with installing the track infrastructure including track excavation, rail, 
track slab and additional concrete/landscaping for the median. 

Guideway: At-Grade 
in mixed traffic 

This is a per-track-mile allowance for a mixed-traffic alignment with the streetcar tracks installed into the 
existing roadway pavement. It includes all the costs associated with installing the track infrastructure 
including track excavation, rail, and track slab. Approach and costs are assumed to be similar to the 
KCMO Main Street streetcar starter line. 

SCC 20: Stations, Stops, Terminals, Intermodal 

At-Grade station, stop, 
shelter, mall, terminal, 
platform 

This item is for a standard streetcar side stop, similar to the KCMO Main Street streetcar starter line.  
Pedestrian improvements associated with the stops are included in this item. 

SCC 30: Supported Facilities: Yards, Shops, Administrative Buildings 

Light Maintenance 
Facility 

This item is an allowance for adjustments to the existing maintenance facility building so it can 
accommodate additional vehicles, as well as the possibility to build a second maintenance facility at a 
different location. The current facility could accommodate up to 12 vehicles. In order to distribute the 
cost for adjustments to the existing facility, as well as provide funds to build an additional one, an 
allowance was used for NorthRail’s portion of the maintenance facility on a per-vehicle basis. The 
maintenance facility cost allowance for the full NorthRail route to the streetcar stop at 29th Avenue will 
accommodate service for 3-4 additional streetcar vehicles. The allowance for the option ending at the 
18th Avenue stop will service 2 vehicles.  

SCC 40: Sitework and Special Conditions 

Demolition, Clearing 
& Earthwork 

This is an allowance for the large area of fill needed to re-grade the former BNSF Right-of-Way from the 
bridge abutment down to the existing ground elevation, as well as demolition of the existing median and 
any rails in the BNSF Right-of-Way. 

Site Utilities & Utility 
Relocation 

This is an overall allowance for the relocation and adjustment of public utilities. It is purely an allowance 
that provides a budget to work within for relocation of the public utility infrastructure (mostly water and 
sewer). It does not include any budget for private utility relocations. The preferred alignment crosses 
water lines in 5 locations, sewer lines in 7 locations and fiber lines in 4 locations. The preferred 
alignment is also estimated to impact approximately 4,860 linear feet of storm lines.    

Lighting This cost is per mile, based upon the cost to light the roadway and streetcar tracks. 

Roadway 
Construction 

This is a per-mile cost for reconstruction of the median and surrounding affected roadway due to the 
construction of the streetcar line. 

Mobilization, 
Temporary Facilities 
and Indirect Costs 

This item is to account for the contractor’s indirect costs during construction including staff, field offices, 
vehicles, etc. as well as temporary maintenance of traffic. It is an allowance and based on a percentage 
of the direct costs in SCC 10-SCC 50. 
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   Item Description  Item Assumptions 

SCC 50: Systems 

Traffic Signals and 
Crossing 
protection 

This SCC category covers all the costs associated with improvements to the permanent traffic control 
devices, including modifications to existing traffic signals, new traffic signals, and any gates that may be 
required. An allowance was established for each type of improvement and quantified for each 
alternative. 

Traction Power 
Supply: 
Substations 

This is an allowance for traction power substations. It was assumed that one substation would be 
needed per track mile with costs similar to the KCMO Main Street streetcar starter line which also has 
one substation per track mile.  

Traction Power 
Distribution: 
Catenary and Third 
Rail 

This is an allowance for the traction power supply system or OCS (overhead contact system). It 
includes all poles, foundations, contact wires, and support. It is based on the average per-mile cost of 
the starter line. 

Fare Collection 
System and 
Equipment 

No determination has been made whether a fare will be collected and if so, what type of fare collection 
will be used. The estimate does not include an allowance for fare collection equipment. 

SCC 60: ROW , Land, Existing Improvements 

Purchase or Lease of 
Real Estate 

This item is an allowance to account for any potential ROW acquisition for the preferred alignment.  For 
the BNSF segment, ROW would need to be acquired.  ROW acquisition costs for this segment were 
estimated based on the most recent average valuation of surrounding commercial property plus an 
additional 10%.   

SCC 70: Vehicles 

Vehicles 

This item is for the cost of modern streetcar vehicle. The number of vehicles for NextRail was based on 
a general rule of thumb of one vehicle per track mile (the same as the KCMO starter line) which 
typically accommodates 10-minute headways. For NorthRail, two streetcars were assumed based on a 
conceptual operating plan supporting 15- to 20-minute headways.  A detailed operating plan, including 
traffic modeling, layover/dwell time and other inputs (such as spare ratio) will need to be developed in 
order to determine the actual number of vehicles needed based on more detailed planning and 
engineering. The cost for vehicles is based on the KCMO Main Street starter line and other similar 
streetcar projects. 

 

Unit Costs  

Unit costs were developed from selected historical data, including final engineering estimates, 
completed projects, standard estimating manuals, and standard estimating practices. A mix of 
historical data from various national streetcar projects was used in developing the appropriate 
unit costs and allowances to be applied to the cost estimate. In most cases, allowances were 
established based on the KCMO Main Street starter line. These allowances are for planning 
purposes only and should be considered as “place-holders” until further analysis and design can 
provide for more accurate and quantifiable units of work in future phases. 

Escalation Factor 

In order to establish accurate project budgets, an escalation factor must be used. The purpose 
of an escalation factor is to account for anticipated inflation and increase in the cost of 
construction, materials, and labor over time. The escalation factor is used to take the current 
year estimate and project it to a future base year or year of expenditure (YoE). For the purpose 
of this study, the YoE is the year in which the midpoint of construction is anticipated. The costs 
assume design starting in 2018 and the mid-year of construction to be 2020. 
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The factor by which the current year estimate has been escalated to the YoE was 3.0 percent 
per year. This is considered a reasonable estimate of the possible inflation that could be 
expected given the constant fluctuation in the economy and cost of material, fuel, and labor. The 
actual inflation or escalation realized over the next few years could be more or less than the 
assumed value. 

Summary of Costs 

The estimates include all project costs including construction, right-of-way, vehicles, 
professional services (soft costs), allocated and unallocated contingencies, and inflation. 
Combined, these project costs make up the total project cost as viewed by FTA and are 
established using the FTA SCC workbook. The Standard Cost Categories are separated into 10 
major categories (10-100). The following is a brief summary of the SCC sections and description 
of what is included. 

 Capital costs for the first seven categories (SCC 10-70) described in Table 8-5 were 
calculated by using “order of magnitude” unit costs and measured quantities for each 
component.  A per-track-mile unit cost was developed from historical data to apply to the 
preferred alignment length. The final three categories (SCC 80-100) were calculated as 
a percentage of construction costs (excluding vehicle procurement).  

 Professional Services (SCC 80) – This category includes all professional, technical, and 
management services related to the design and construction of fixed infrastructure (SCC 
10 - 50) during the preliminary engineering, final design, and construction phases of the 
project.  

 Unallocated Contingency (SCC 90) – This category is a contingency; an overall 
percentage of 10%, applied to the entire project and intended to serve as a project 
reserve for unanticipated costs incurred during project design and/or construction. This 
contingency is in addition to the line item (allocated) contingency that is applied 
individually to each line item in categories 10-70. 

 Finance Charges (SCC 100) – This category includes finance charges expected to be 
incurred to complete the project. Costs would typically be derived from the New/Small 
Starts financial plan. At this stage, Finance Charges are not assumed or included in the 
estimate. 

 

Summary of Capital Costs 

The Order-of-Magnitude capital costs for SCC Categories 10-70 were calculated for the 
preferred alternative and are shown in Table 8-6 below.  A more detailed cost sheet for the 
base costs and other considerations can be found in the supplemental document, NorthRail 
Streetcar – Capital Costs. As noted earlier, these costs reflect more detailed assessment of 
utility impacts and associated roadway and infrastructure improvements for the detailed 
alternatives compared to the preliminary alternatives.   
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Table 8-6: Burlington Street Dedicated-Lane Capital Cost Estimate 
 

Item Cost 
Base Cost for Track (HOA Bridge to 29th Avenue Stop) $78,662,500 

Streetcar Costs (3 Streetcars)  $15,000,000 

Vehicle Maintenance Facility (Shared Facility) $8,000,000 

Traction Power Substation (River Crossing) $1,500,000 

Right-of-Way & Land Acquisition (Commercial Property Price) $200,000 

Utilities $1,838,488 

Signals $2,400,000 

Miscellaneous* $2,900,000 

Total (Current Year) $110,500,988 

Total (2020) $134,000,000 
*Includes Earthwork, Pavement Widening, Street Reconstruction and Pedestrian Upgrades for Stations 

 

8.6 Financial Plan 

The objective of the financial analysis was to identify a funding approach for both the annual 
operating and maintenance cost and capital cost for the proposed NorthRail project extending 
from the KCMO Main Street Starter Streetcar line through North Kansas City.  As noted earlier 
in this report, it is assumed that the construction cost of the Missouri River transit crossing 
would be funded by regional sources since that component would provide a regional transit 
function as the rail service extends into the Northland.   

The projected construction cost for the Burlington segment, and the projected acquisition cost of 
the vehicles providing service from the KCMO starter line, together total $134 million in 2020 
dollars.  The year-one annual operating cost is projected to be $2.1 million in 2020 dollars.  
Again, the river crossing component, at a cost of approximately $24.5 million in 2020 dollars, 
must be added to reach total projected costs. While this would not be part of the project cost, 
the bridge investment could potentially be included as local match towards federal funding for 
the project. 

This analysis focuses on a local funding source that satisfies the requirement of a “local match” 
for purposes of securing federal funding.  It is assumed that federal funding would be derived 
from a transportation-centric direct grant program such as Small Starts/New Starts. Other 
federal sources such as TIGER grants, Surface Transportation Program (STP), or Congestion 
Mitigation Air Quality (CMAQ) could also be used for the project. 
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8.6.1 Methodology 

As was the case with the KCMO Main Street starter line, it was recognized at the outset that, 
due to practical realities related to annual commitments of the local revenue sources, the “local 
match” funding must be derived from newly created revenue.  Missouri law provides a tailored 
mechanism for creation of new revenue sources to fund public transportation projects through 
the formation of an entity called a Transportation Development District (TDD).  A TDD is being 
used to fund the operations and maintenance costs, and the local match portion of the capital 
costs, for the KCMO Main Street starter line, and is presently proposed to serve the same role 
with respect to an expanded system in Kansas City, Missouri south of the river.  Therefore, a 
TDD was employed as the model for local funding of the proposed NorthRail project. 

For purposes of the financial analysis, it was assumed that a NorthRail TDD would impose the 
same revenue sources, at the same maximum rates, as the KCMO Main Street starter line TDD.  
The city limits of North Kansas City were assumed to form the boundary for this TDD. The 
financial analysis identified the revenue that could be derived from the NorthRail TDD revenue 
sources within the entirety of North Kansas City over a thirty (30) year period from the 
commencement of collection.  For purposes of projecting the future revenue stream, it was 
assumed that the TDD’s revenue would be applied first to pay the NorthRail project’s annual 
operations and maintenance costs and then to repay the annual bond debt service.  The 
remaining projected future revenue stream was then used to model a potential bond financing, 
with assumptions as to interest rate (6% for a tax-exempt revenue bond financing), length of 
term (30 years) and debt service coverage (1.30).  It was also assumed that the NorthRail sales 
tax would expire after 30 years from first collection, and that all special assessments would be 
payable for no more than 25 years from first collection.   

The analysis employed certain other assumptions and parameters consistent with the finance 
model employed for the KCMO Main Street starter line TDD.  One noteworthy example is that in 
projecting special assessment revenue, only the current built environment was considered, and 
in projecting sales tax revenue, only existing taxable sales levels were considered (rather than 
projecting revenue from potential future new development or redevelopment). In addition, the 
financial model does not include any revenue from a fare system, from advertising revenue or 
naming rights, or from a supplemental City contribution above the special assessments payable 
on City-owned property.   

8.6.2 Funding Analysis for Burlington Dedicated-Lane Alternative 

Applying the methodology and assumptions described above, it was determined that the 
combination of special assessments and sales tax from the TDD with a boundary coextensive 
with the entirety of North Kansas City should support a revenue bond type financing (i.e., 
financing supported solely by the revenue stream without any city annual appropriation pledge 
or other secondary source of repayment) that could yield a project fund available to pay (in 2020 
dollars) approximately $6,500,000 of capital costs of the total estimated $134,000,000  in 
projected capital costs for the NorthRail project. Combined with the $24,500,000 contributed 
from regional sources for the river crossing, a total of $31,000,000 could be available to match 
federal funds. Assuming a 50% federal contribution toward the total projected capital cost from 
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direct FTA grant funding through a program such as New Starts/Small Starts, an additional 
$31,000,000 could be available to fund the capital costs for the NorthRail project. The projected 
$6,500,000 in TDD bonding plus $31,000,000 in federal funds would support a NorthRail capital 
project of $37,500,000, leaving a capital deficit of about $96,500,000.  

There are other approaches that could improve this financial analysis, such as applying a 
growth rate to 2020 projected revenue levels (which would also require applying a growth rate to 
operations and maintenance costs on the expense side), or assuming annual revenue from 
fares or advertising, or taking steps to reduce the bond interest rate (thereby increasing the 
bonding capacity), however, none are close to sufficient to reduce this capital deficit to a gap 
that could be considered reasonable for proceeding further.  The TDD model will simply not 
support implementation of the proposed NorthRail Project extending from the river crossing to 
the northernmost stop at 29th Avenue.   

8.6.3 Analysis for Reduced Project 

The proposed project must be reduced in scope in order to fit within the TDD/Federal funding 
assumptions.  Reducing the scope of the project impacts the funding in two ways.  First, the 
total capital budget that must be financed decreases generally in proportion to the length of the 
project.  The operating cost also decreases somewhat proportionally, but this change has a 
more significant positive impact on the overall financial analysis because lower operations and 
maintenance costs means more net TDD revenue available to pay annual bond debt service.  
Using these assumptions, each additional dollar of TDD revenue available to pay annual bond 
debt service generates approximately $10.50 in bond proceeds to pay capital costs. 

The reduced project would terminate at a stop at 18th Avenue rather than 29th Avenue.  This 
would reduce the capital cost (again, without including the river crossing) to $56,600,000.  More 
importantly, an operating cost savings would be created that could leverage additional bonding.  
Applying the same bond finance assumptions, this increased net revenue stream could yield a 
capital project fund of approximately $15,500,000 in 2020 dollars.  Combined with the 
$24,500,000 invested regionally in the river crossing, local funds would then attract $40,000,000 
in federal funds if a 50% match were realized.  This results in total capital resources of about 
$55,500,000 for the NorthRail project. This leaves a capital deficit of about $1,100,000, 
compared to the deficit of almost $100,000,000 for the non-reduced project.  The revenue and 
funding approach for this option are summarized in Table 8-7 and 8-8. 
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Table 8-7: Projected Revenue Using the Kansas City Main Street Starter Line TDD Model 

PROJECTED TDD REVENUE (2020$) 

1% TDD Sales Tax  $2,430,000  

Residential Assessments  $357,976  

Commercial Assessments  $928,389  

Total Annual Revenue  $3,716,364  

Less Operating Costs  ($2,000,000) 

Net After Operating Costs  $1,716,364  

Estimated Bonding Capacity at 6% for 
30 Years with 1.30 Coverage 

$18,100,000  

Estimated Capital Project Fund  $15,500,000  

 
Table 8-8: Capital Funding for Reduced Project 

PROPOSED PROJECT FUNDING (2020$) 

Capital Cost (to 18th Ave Stop)  $56.6 Million 

Capital Resources   

TDD Capital Project Fund  $15.5 Million 

Federal Match 
(TDD Capital Project Fund) 

$15.5 Million 

Federal Match 
(HOA bridge modifications) 

$24.5 Million 

Total Capital Resources  $55.5 Million 

 
At this stage in planning, the deficit for the reduced project is not significant, and would likely be 
eradicated if the revenue stream and the operations and maintenance costs were grown from 
2020 dollars.  It could also be covered in the significant contingencies carried through the 
planning phase, or through small adjustments to the operating plan.  Therefore, the TDD model 
appears to support a conclusion that this reduced alternate project is, theoretically, financially 
feasible. 

The main consideration, therefore, is whether a project that only reaches 18th Avenue is a 
reasonable and desired investment for the community.  Another approach would be to engage 
Kansas City, Missouri and other Northland municipalities in discussions toward developing a 
broader, more regional project. 
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9. Next Steps 
The NorthRail Streetcar Study provides a thorough analysis of streetcar options extending from 
the KCMO streetcar starter line to the northern boundary of North Kansas City.  This project 
would provide streetcar service within North Kansas City, connect North Kansas City with the 
streetcar system serving Kansas City, Missouri, and provide an opportunity for subsequent 
streetcar extension into the Northland.  The analysis also identified and evaluated several 
options to carry the streetcar over the Missouri River and freight railroad tracks immediately to 
the north.  Crossing the River is essential for any future rail service to the Northland. 

The NorthRail Streetcar Study reached several conclusions: 

 Modification of the Heart of America Bridge offers a viable approach to extend rail transit 
across the Missouri River to serve the Northland. 

 Burlington Street is the preferred route through North Kansas City because it provides 
the greatest opportunity to enhance economic development in North Kansas City, and 
facilitate long-term urban rail expansion into the Northland. 

 North Kansas City funding, using the KCMO Main Street streetcar starter line TDD 
model, cannot support construction and operation of a project beyond Armour Road. 

 The local community prefers that the project reach the northern municipal boundary of 
North Kansas City (32nd Avenue) in its initial phase. 

These conclusions support continued long-term planning for urban rail development along the 
Burlington Street Corridor extending to the Northland.  The HOA Bridge offers an attractive 
means to cross the river.  The Burlington Street right-of-way includes several options that could 
be further developed to support attractive rail service and attract economic development.  The 
initial rail investment through North Kansas City, however, cannot be funded without an 
expanded funding base. 

Although the NorthRail study did not examine streetcar options extending beyond North Kansas 
City, prior studies have considered other fixed-guideway transit options continuing north.  As 
indicated earlier, streetcar and LRT have many similar characteristics that facilitate blending of 
these modes to meet varying needs along an expanded service area.  An urban rail project 
could easily use the close streetcar stop spacing within North Kansas City, and at major 
suburban activity nodes in the Northland, and operate with longer LRT-style spacing between 
the activity centers.  This would extend the service area of the rail line, and increase the funding 
base.   

The recent Burlington-North Oak Trafficway Corridor study identifies activity nodes along this 
corridor and recommends land use and infrastructure actions that would support more intensive 
transit investments.  This report would provide a suitable base from which to examine 
alternative urban rail options along this corridor. 

In anticipation of an eventual rail investment, the community should also consider 
implementation of a low cost Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project similar to the MAX routes south of 
the river.  This approach would reinforce improvements in the pedestrian network and increase 
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corridor transit ridership, enhancing future rail opportunities along the route.  Future rail 
implementation might result in the removal of some BRT capital investments, although they may 
be fully depreciated when the rail is built.  Some local commitment would be required for the 
BRT planning, design, and construction management, which represents an opportunity cost that 
could be applied elsewhere in the region.   

The development of urban rail options serving the Northland would be tied to development of 
funding options linked to the service areas.  The most recent transit funding approach has 
followed the KCMO Main Street streetcar starter line TDD model.  Expanding the service area 
could facilitate expanding the coverage area of this model.  Corridor jurisdictions beyond the 
NorthRail Partnership would need to be engaged in this effort, which could influence the 
eventual financing/governance strategy.  

Within North Kansas City, several activities would be useful in the short term.  The City has 
aggressively amended its planning and zoning to encourage the increased density, mixed-use 
development, and pedestrian infrastructure planning that would help transform Burlington Street 
from a light-industrial, auto-oriented area to a pedestrian-friendly commercial/entertainment 
district.  The imminent update of the City’s comprehensive plan provides the opportunity to 
reinforce that direction with local community leaders, investors, and business owners.  This type 
of change would enhance the impact of urban rail along the Burlington Street corridor.  A 
regional commitment to a rail project on Burlington Street would be an incentive to both the 
private and public sectors to initiate these types of changes. 

The implementation of streetcar within the Burlington Street right-of-way offers its own set of 
challenges and opportunities that are directly related to the land-use and infrastructure changes 
noted above.  Some modifications to the current street operations would be necessary for 
streetcar implementation.  These modifications could include adjustments to through and/or 
local traffic, changes in curbside parking and loading zones, traffic signalization modifications, 
and pedestrian improvements. Many of these changes would also respond to concerns 
expressed during the community meetings regarding the need to improve the pedestrian 
environment along this street.  These modifications would require substantial discussion among 
North Kansas City, MoDOT, MARC, and local property and business owners to determine the 
extent, cost and funding for the modifications.  It is timely to begin these discussions using the 
results of this study and the awaited City plan update.   

A regional commitment to the Burlington Street corridor will require extension of the streetcar 
across the Missouri River to 10th Avenue.  The NorthRail study has identified a viable approach 
to do so by shifting the bike and pedestrian facility from the east side of the HOA Bridge to the 
west, and placing the streetcar in the vacated lane.  This would require a regional investment up 
to $25 million dollars.  Programming this funding now would demonstrate regional support for 
the NorthRail project, and encourage the other activities identified above. 

The following steps are recommended to advance the conclusions of the NorthRail Study: 

1. North Kansas City updates the city Master Plan supporting Burlington Street as the 
recommended streetcar route. 
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2. North Kansas City, MoDOT, and MARC initiate discussions regarding modification of 
Burlington Street to facilitate pedestrian-oriented development and accommodate future 
streetcar use along the route. 

3. North Kansas City, Kansas City, Gladstone, MARC, and KCATA initiate discussions 
regarding interim land use and transit strategies to encourage transit-oriented 
development north of the river in anticipation of future rail service. 

4. North Kansas City and Kansas City accept the NorthRail Plan.  
5. Appropriate regional jurisdictions develop a long-term plan and financial strategy and 

supporting rail service to the Northland. 
6. MARC incorporates findings into the 2040 LRTP Update. 

 

These activities would overlap in several instances, and would benefit from the participation of 
Northland jurisdictions and community stakeholders beyond those involved in the NorthRail 
Partnership. 


